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Abstract

Abstract

Scanning ion-conductance microscopy (SICM) is an emerging microscope technique

among the family of scanning probe microscopy (SPM). Since the invention of scan-

ning tunneling microscopy (STM) in 1981, SPM has widened their capabilities and opened

the understanding of small things. The most promising one of SPM family is atomic force

microscopy (AFM). AFM has the virtue of operating in any environment, vacuum, air and

even in liquid. AFM can profile almost all physical and chemical properties in small scale

by functionalization of its probes. By virtue of versatile utility, AFM has been stabilized

for many years since its invention in 1986 and becomes a standard tool for nanoscale re-

search. Increasing demands of biological studies in sub-micrometer level, AFM reaches its

limitation because of employing forces to the target materials. Also, even though AFM can

be utilized in a liquid environment, a serious interaction between the probe and the medium

hinders to find the optimal operating condition. SICM natively loosens the problem, and

provides the solution for bio-analytical studies, currently. However, the history of SICM

is quite young; there are still many unrevealed principles waiting. Even if the measur-

ing ion-conductance began from the Faraday’s age, the ion-transport in a sub-micrometer

channel has been actively studied by modern researchers. The pipette with an opening

in sub-micrometer scale is a well-defined model system of the submicrometer channels.

Hence, this dissertation explores the advantages of SPM techniques, and discusses the

current limitations both of AFM and SICM, first. This thesis shows what aspect of AFM

is superior to the high-resolution scanning electron microscope (SEM), then explains the

needs of a special utility to study soft materials. Although this thesis mainly targets SICM,

the most promising feature of AFM, i.e. gauging of mechanical properties is presented

with the extended functionality of SICM. The second part dedicates to improving and un-

derstanding the microscopy. Assuming Nitz’s model based on Ohm’s law, the alternative

circuit configuration is suggested to reduce the system impedance. Reduced impedance

leads lower noise and increasing the response speed of the probe. Then, this dissertation

is organized to provide a platform to analyze the ion-transport phenomena over the Ohm’s

law based model as a future perspective. The Poisson-Nernst-Planck model is an extended
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Abstract

model to elucidate the kinetics of charged particles in a continuous medium. The brief

discussion of the Poisson-Nernst-Planck equation is included. The progress presented in

this dissertation would contribute to unravel questions about small things.
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Introduction Chapter 1

Chapter 1

Introduction

Scanning ion-conductance microscopy (SICM) is a promising tool to in-

vestigate biological samples in aqueous solution. SICM reconstructs

a morphological map from the distance-modulated ion-current signal.

There have been many efforts on stabilizing the operation of SICM; es-

pecially adopting hopping mode, SICM became capable of taking a high-

resolution image of whole cell morphologies. However, there is still an

obstacle for SICM to be a daily practical microscope because of its low

throughput. In this chapter, bottlenecks of SICM are profiled, and strate-

gies to improve these bottlenecks are discussed. In addition, since the

most important part is the probe or the nanopipette, this chapter also

overviews the encountered problems for understanding the electrolyte

system surrounding the nanopipette.
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Introduction 1.1. Background and Significance

1.1 Background and Significance

Since the invention of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) in 1981,1 scanning probe

microscopy (SPM) family has been utilized for revealing the nanoscale phenomena. The

principle of SPM is quite different from that of optical microscopy and electron microscopy

families. SPM uses a very sharp stylus, which scans over the target surface while maintain-

ing a certain distance, with an analogy of a turntable where a stylus follows a long groove

to make a sound. One interesting point is that SPM is called as a kind of microscopes, but

it has extended their functionality from the nature of using a stylus. The inventors, Binnig

and Rohrer also commented on the birth of the STM in their Nobel Lecture in 19862 as

follows: “The original idea then was not to build a microscope but rather to perform spec-

troscopy locally on an area less than 100Å in diameter.” It is not only advance in science

to take surface images in 1000 times higher magnitude than the optical diffraction limit, but

also SPM is capable of recording spectroscopy on a tiny area and to manipulate particles in

atomic level.

Atomic force microscopy was introduced by Binnig, Quate, and Gerber in 1986 to over-

come that STM could not operate well with non-conducting samples and in air.3 They in-

troduced a new stylus probe (or so called a tip) attached to a cantilever, which can deflect

with soft spring constant in the order of 1Nm−1. By the capability of operating on vari-

ous samples and in air, AFM became the most popular microscope in SPM family. Then

AFM extended their applications by functionalized probes, e.g. scanning magnetic force

microscopy (MFM),4 scanning electrostatic force microscopy (EFM),5,6 scanning Kelvin

probemicroscopy (SKPM),7 scanning capacitancemicroscopy (SCM),8 scanning near-field

optical microscopy (SNOM)9 and so forth. The discussion on comparison between AFM

and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is presented in Chapter 4.

A specialized SPM technique was developed for operating in the electrolyte solution. It

is named scanning ion-conductancemicroscopy (SICM) byHansma et al. in 1989.11 Almost

ten years later, Korchev et al. demonstrated the capability of SICM for imaging living cells

successfully in 1997,10,12 then SICM became the most promising tool for bio-analytical

2



Introduction 1.1. Background and Significance

Figure 1.1 Diagram of sensing mechanism of the scanning ion conductance microscope. (a) Ion-

current flows from a bath electrode to a pipette electrode and is impeded by the gap between the

pipette and the sample. (b) Typical current-distance curve; as the pipette approaches the sample,

the ion-current is reduced. Adapted from Korchev et al. 1997.10

application among SPM families. Chapter 5 discusses why SICM is more suitable than

AFM for studying soft samples in the electrolyte solution. SICM uses a pulled pipette as a

stylus to detect ion-current between two electrodes; the reference electrode is located in bulk

solution, and the working electrode is inserted inside of the pipette. If the pipette is close to

the sample surface, the cross-sectional area of current flow between the pipette apex and the

surface decreases, so that the ion-current becomes impeded. Figure 1.1b shows the typical

current-distance curve of SICM. When the pipette approaches the sample, the ion-current

decreases.

Intrinsically the ion current flows just beneath of the pipette apex, so SICM has no

any hints for encountering obstacles forgoing direction. Moreover, the dimension of a bi-

ological cell is in the order of 1 µm to 10 µm, which is much greater than the sensing dis-

tance of SICM, approximately 100 nm. To avoid the collision in lateral motion between the

pipette and the side of the large biological cell, the hopping mode is typically used for SICM

measurement instead of the raster scanning (or the continuous mode in Figure 1.2), which

is conventionally used in AFM.13,14 The pipette approaches the sample, then is retracted

higher than the cell height for securing no collision occurred. This hopping mode provided

a stable operation to SCIM and became a standard scanning method in SICM. Figure 1.2

illustrates the concept of the hopping mode and the results. A cleaner image can be found

3



Introduction 1.1. Background and Significance

Figure 1.2 Hopping Mode SICM. (a) raster scanning is dragging a pipette just above the surface.

(b) Hopping mode repeats approaching and retracting the pipette to prevent the collision. Adapted

from Novak et al. 2009.13

without any strike lines in the hopping mode.

However, hopping mode has a disadvantage regarding the throughput, or the imaging

time because the traveling distance of the pipette to acquire an image is dramatically in-

creased. The imaging time, T is the sum of approaching, retracting and reposition time,

T =
n
∑

i

(

di

va
+

di

vr
+ τi

)

(1.1)

where i is the pixel index, n is the total number of pixels, va is the approaching speed, vr is

the retracting speed, di is the approaching or retracting distance of i-th position and τi is the

moving time to the next pixel. Because the approaching speed va is much slower than the

4



Introduction 1.1. Background and Significance

retracting speed vr, and the reposition time τi is negligible, the imaging time with average

approaching distance d̄ is simply

T ≃ n · d̄
va
. (1.2)

It takes 40 minutes to make one 128 by 128 pixels image with the approaching speed of

2 µm s−1 and the average distance of 0.3 µm for instance. This long imaging time seems to

be impractical for biological research. It is not easy to say how fast scanning is enough for

biological application because of various biological kinetics. But comparing with the raster

scanning of AFM, which is expected to take 5 minutes for a 256 by 256 pixels moderate-

resolution image and 10 minutes for a 512 by 512 pixels high-resolution image, 40 minutes

does not seem to be realistic. From the equation (1.2), three strategies can be applied to

improve the throughput of SICM:

1. Optimizing the retract distance, d̄ or di,

2. Minimizing the number of pixels, n and

3. Improving approaching speed, va.

The various efforts on improving those parameters from SICM fields are discussed in

Section 2.2. The first two strategies are algorithmic approaches to achieve performance

with the questions; how to predict the height which is not measured yet, and how to decide

the area where meaningful structure exists. The last strategy is a more straightforward

approach to improve SICM. The overall works of this dissertation are focused to solve the

problem related to the final strategy. At first, the bottleneck of speed should be identified.

A complete set of SICM consists of a nanopipette connected to a current-voltage con-

verter as an ion-current sensor, a set of XY and Z scanner for nanopositioning, a data ac-

quisition and feedback system for controlling the entire system as shown in Figure 1.3. The

commercially available data acquisition system can do feedback faster than 50 kHz, so the

feedback control bandwidth is more than 5 kHz. It is also easy to achieve a long-distance

piezo-scanner with the resonance frequency of higher than 6 kHz. The electric current is

5



Introduction 1.1. Background and Significance

Figure 1.3 Typical configuration of SICM.

converted into a voltage signal for control with 109 transimpedance gain in the current-

to-voltage converter with the reasonable noise level. Due to the physical dimension of a

resistor, the capacitance of the transimpedance gain resistor is in the order of 0.1 pF, then the

bandwidth of the current-to-voltage amplifier with the transimpedance gain of 1GΩ could

not be achieved greater than 1 kHz easily. Even though above values of bandwidth were

chosen conservatively, the slowest part in SICM is the pipette whose bandwidth is expected

as 180Hz because of its resistance and capacitance in a general physiological condition, for

example, phosphate buffered saline (PBS), are around 150MΩ and 6 pF. Hence, it can be

concluded that the performance of SICM is seized by the pipette firstly and the ion-current

signal converter secondly.

It is natural to take ion-current flows in an electroneutral solution by migration, firstly.

The model can be formulated by Laplace equation and Ohm’s law,

∇2ϕ = 0 (1.3)

j+ σ∇ϕ = 0 (1.4)

where ϕ is electrostatic potential, j is the current flux, and σ is the conductivity of the elec-
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Figure 1.4 Rectification effect of nanopipette. (a) and (b) Schematic for an electrical double layer

formed at the inner surface. (c) pH dependence of rectification effect: a-0.1m , b-0.4m and

c-1m HCl added. Adapted from Wei and Bard 1997.15

trolyte. This point of view treats the electrolyte as a conductive matter with the property

of resistivity. This model simplifies problems into the circuit theory, and it can be simu-

lated by famous SPICE software. From this circuit model, the solution for improving the

electrical properties of the pipette topic is discussed in Chapter 7.

Although the circuit model is simple, it is well known that ion-current in asymmetric

geometry, like conically shaped pipette used in SICM, does not obey Ohm’s law. Since

older than 50 years ago, researchers have known a rectification effect occurred in the coni-

cally shaped pipette,16 and cell membranes.17,18 Wei and Bard suggested the first plausible

explanation in 1997.15 They monitored current-voltage curves with various pH for chang-

ing the surface zeta potential of the glass, which is the material of the pipette. If the glass is

negatively charged, for an anodic process, K+ moves out of the tip and is constrained by the

tip diameter (Figure 1.4a). For a cathodic process, K+ moves in from the bulk solution, and

K+ is less hindered resulting in a larger current (Figure 1.4b). Figure 1.4c shows the trend

in changes of the nonlinear current-voltage relationship by adding HCl. Solution pH alters

the trend of ion-current rectification by changing the surface charge density of the pipette

as shown in Figure 1.4c. When HCl is added to the solution, the glass surface becomes

positively charged, then the rectification trend becomes reversed.

Cervera, Schiedt, and Ramírez reported the first numerical result with a sophisticated

7
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model to describe a rectification effect of the pipette in 2005.19,20 They solved this rectifi-

cation problem using 1D Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) equation. The PNP equation with

continuity equation is expressed by

ϵ∇2ϕ+ F
∑

i

zici = 0 (1.5)

ji +Di

(

∇ci +
F

RT
zici∇ϕ

)

= 0 (1.6)

∂ci

∂t
+∇ · ji = 0 (1.7)

where ϵ is the dielectric constant of the medium, t is time. And ci is the concentration, zi is

the valency and ji is the flux density with the subscription i for each ion or particle.

At least from the 1960s, researchers in the semiconductor field have tried solving

PNP equation because this model is the same for electrons and holes in semiconduc-

tor devices.21,22 Moreover, this model is also used in describing ion-selectivity of a cell

membrane.23 So, there are tons of papers from the semiconductor, physical chemistry,

physiology and mathematical fields to solve this problem. Recently reported SICM papers

include the numerical simulation results to correct the ion-current behavior over the Ohm’s

law by COMSOL multiphysics modeling software (COMSOL, US), which is commercial

finite element method (FEM) solver. A brief feasibility of the PNP solver can be found in

Section 3.3 and Section 8.4 with the FEniCS project,24 which is a mature open source FEM

solver.

1.2 Hypothesis and Objective

Many new findings and insights have been pulled from the introduction of new instru-

mentations. Since the invention of STM, the SPM family has been utilized to understand

nanoscale phenomena. Because scientific instrumentation is attained by an interdisciplinary

approach, instrumentation needs not only one discipline topic, but it is necessary to under-

stand physical, chemical and engineering issues. The topics which should be proven are

various, but this dissertation starts with a small step. The first thing to be clarified is what

aspect of SICM is unique compared to other microscopes. Therefore, the first hypothesis

is:

8
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SICM would reconstruct the morphological variation of soft samples because

of its contact-free scanning nature, whereas AFM would deform soft materials

during mapping images because of its force-sensing nature.

However, there is still an obstacle to extend SICM as a daily use microscope. Current

SICM is not practical to investigate the kinetics of biological phenomena because of its

slow imaging time. In order to overcome this, the second hypothesis is:

If the total impedance of sensing circuitry is reduced, the overall throughput

of SICM would be improved.

Because the environment in which SICM operates is electrolyte solution, and the main

physics which SICM stems from is ion-migration, it is important to understand electro-

chemical aspects. Taken together, specific objectives of this dissertation are:

1. to show the advantage of SPM by comparing SEM,

2. to find a suitable microscopy technique for the soft material research between AFM

and SICM,

3. to demonstrate investigating mechanical properties of cells with AFM and SICM,

4. to suggest an alternative scheme for operating SICM to reduce the noise of the system.

1.3 Dissertation Overview

This dissertation starts with an outline of the background of the research fields and the

significance of topics in Chapter 1. This chapter presents the objective and specific aims

of this Ph.D. research. Chapter 2 provides the critical reviews on the recently developed

methods in the SICM research field. Chapter 2 is organized into two sections: one section

dedicates to the evolution of instrumentation, and another section is for models, which

are physical basis of SICM. Then the theoretical foundations of techniques used in the
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dissertation are presented in Chapter 3. The basic operating principles of AFM and SICM

can be found in this chapter. The modern microscopes are compared in Chapter 4 and

Chapter 5. First, the convenience and nondestructive feature of AFM compared with SEM

is emphasized. Second, thanks to contact-free feature, it is demonstrated that SICM is more

suitable to image soft biological samples thanAFM.Chapter 6 shows an application ofAFM

and SICM. This chapter correlates the mechanical stiffness to the cell vitality. Alternative

operating scheme to improve signal-to-noise is suggested from the assumption of Ohm’s

law in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 sketches the further consideration after Ph.D. work

based on a critical review of the preceding contents.

1.4 Findings and Outcomes

This Ph.D. work is categorized into two parts. The one part is to emphasize the utility

of SICM in biological or soft material research. The most prominent feature of SICM is its

contact-free principle. Unlike AFM, which relies on the interaction between its probe and

the surface, in case of the SICM probe, the nanopipette needs a gap from the target materials

to let ions flow. Comparing to the other comprehensive studies of AFM and SICM, the work

presented in Chapter 5 gives a fair competition to AFM because of employing all possible

techniques to reduce mechanical forces come from AFMmeasurement itself. Despite those

efforts, AFM still applies a mechanical stress onto the soft materials.

The other part is to understand and to improve the performance of SICM. The most

focused performance is speed or throughput, which is related to the sensitivity of the SICM

probe. The direction of improving the performance is also provided. For whatever reason,

Chapter 7 yields an advance to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and the bandwidth from

simply transposing two complementary concepts, voltage and current, or positions of the

in-circuit resistor and the resistor of the sensory system. A correct logic is developed after

getting the result of Chapter 7, and appears in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Since the introduction of scanning ion-conductance microscopy (SICM)

in 1989, there have been advances in instrumentation to stabilize the

operation and to extend functionalities of SICM. The recent progress of

SICM instrumentation is critically reviewed in this chapter. Adopted the

idea from the modulation technique in atomic force microscopy (AFM),

SICM developed AC mode to stabilize the ion-current signal. Although

AC mode in SICM has no explicit relationship to distance sensitivity ex-

cept low-pass filtering, this modulation technique may be used in detect-

ing zeta potential of charged surfaces. To avoid the collision between

the pipette and the sample, hopping mode or approach retract scanning

(ARS) mode was introduced at the expense of throughput. Works on im-

proving throughput are discussed. In addition, it is important to under-

stand its model to improve a scientific device. The development of models

for SICM is presented. The SICM model with the assumption of Ohm’s

law are discussed.
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2.1 Overview

Just after the introduction of scanning ion-conductance microscopy (SICM), it had less

attention from the research society till 1997. There were few papers for eight years. After

successful demonstration of imaging living cells byKorchev in 1997,1 SICMwas beginning

to gather wider interests from various groups. Two currently active groups, Prof. Patrick

Unwin in the University of Warwick, UK, and Prof. Lane Baker in Indiana University,

US have been researching SICM since around 2009. Figure 2.1 shows the time-frame plot

of published documents with the query of TITLE-ABS-KEY(“scanning ion-conductance

microscopy”OR “scanning ion-conductance microscope”OR sicm) from Scopus database.

Even though the query was not elaborated, the trend of research activities on SICM can be

estimated roughly.

In this chapter, the recent progress of SICM instrumentation is critically reviewed. Most

of researchers have adopted the modulation technique to SICM. Herein, pros and cons of

the modulation technique are discussed. Then efforts on improving throughput are summa-

rized. For the fundamental study, various models of SICM are also discussed. The model

based on Ohm’s law is not suitable to elucidate nanofluidic behavior so that the extended

model is presented at the last of this chapter.

Figure 2.1 Scopus statistics from the query of TITLE-ABS-KEY(“scanning ion-conductance mi-

croscopy” OR “scanning ion-conductance microscope” OR sicm).
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2.2 Advances in SICM Instrumentation

Since the invention of SICM, various imaging mode have been developed. Figure 2.2

shows most mentioned imaging modes. Figure 2.2a shows constant height mode, which is

rarely used. However, recently Zhukov et al.3 adapted this concept to develop a high-speed

SICM (described in Subsection 2.2.8). Figure 2.2b shows DCmode operation, which main-

tains the ion-current constant while adjusting the pipette position with feedback. DC mode

is the natural scanning method in the AFM community, so it was first applied to SICM.4 In

2001, two research groups from the United Kingdom and the United States independently

reported studies using AC mode SICM (Figure 2.2c): the nanopipette oscillates along the

Z axis, and the modulated ion-current is monitored using the lock-in amplifier to increase

sensitivity and stability of DC mode.5,6 Hopping mode (Figure 2.2d) was firstly introduced

by Mann et al. in Ruhr-University Bochum, German and termed as a backstep mode to

improve DC stability and to circumvent the situation where the nanopipette crashes over-

hanging cell structures.7,8 The hopping mode has become a popular scanning method in

SICM after the successful demonstration of live cell imaging by Novak et al.9 This section

discusses advances in instrumentation specifically.

2.2.1 AC mode: SICM with Vibrating Probes

The concept of modulated probes is trendy in AFM and is subcategorized into tapping

mode,10 non-contact mode11 and in a stricter term, dynamic force mode.12 A cantilever,

as a force sensing probe in AFM, oscillates near the resonance frequency of the cantilever,

because the highest sensitivity of force is at this resonance. Proksch et al. introduced tapping

Figure 2.2 Imaging modes in SICM. The dotted line represents the trajectory of the tip apex. (A)

Constant height mode, (B) DC mode, (C) AC mode, and (D) hopping mode. Adapted from Happel

et al. 2012.2
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mode SICM in 1996, which comprised of a bent nanopipette for sensing forces.13 The bent

pipette oscillated at a resonance frequency between 50 kHz to 100 kHz to detect the force

between the pipette and the sample, and the DC component of ion-current was monitored.

Five years after the introduction of tapping mode SICM, AC mode SICM or SICM

with vibrating probes (vSICM), which did not vibrate the nanopipette near the resonance

frequency, was introduced.5 Pastré et al. emphasized that this modulation technique would

improve the sensitivity of the ion-current signal,5 and Shevchuk et al. mentioned: “it makes

the measurement insensitive to changes in ion strength or DC drift.”6 So far, these state-

ments have been considered as advantages of the AC mode. Moreover, the result of the

simulation using finite element method (FEM) also argued that “AC feedback control yields

a better tip response to surface features.”14 However, these advantages should be verified

properly, because:

1. AFM vibrates the probe at the resonance with high Q-value that allows the highest

sensitivity of force changes. But AC mode SICM does not vibrate the probe at its

resonance in contrast to AFM. Subsection 3.1.3 describes the relationship between

the resonance frequency and the force in AFM. AC mode SICM does not have a

relationship between the oscillation frequency and the ion-current.

2. The lock-in amplifier (LIA) can amplify the signal with arbitrary gain. Thus, the

slope of an ion-current to distance curve, which is related to sensitivity, can be ad-

justed arbitrarily. Also, the lock-in amplifier itself is not a noiseless source, and is

just a good bandpass filter. Hence, the lock-in amplifier also amplifies noise. Even

the manual of a commercial lock-in amplifier (SR830, Stanford Research System,

CA) also says that “In fact, when there is noise at the input, there is noise on the

output.” Subsection 3.2.3 discusses the lock-in detection technique in detail.

3. If the ion strength changes, the overall conductance is changed, and the amplitude of

ion-conductance is also changed. Therefore, there is no strong reason explaining no

correlations exist between the ion strength and AC mode amplitude.
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2.2.2 AC-bias Mode

Voltage bias can be modulated instead of vibrating probes. One expected advantage is

that AC-bias can minimize polarization of electrodes. Bias modulated (BM) SICM uses

the amplitude signal for topography feedback,16 and phase modulation (PM) mode uses the

in-phase signal for topography feedback because the quadrature signal of ACmodulation is

insensitive to distance changes between the pipette and the sample.15 Li et al. commented

“the PM mode is immune to DC drift,”15 and displayed current-distance curves shown in

Figure 2.3 as the evidence: the in-phase current signal in PM mode does not have a depen-

dency on DC offset voltage (Figure 2.3b) whereas the current-distance curve of DC mode

has a dependency on DC bias voltage (Figure 2.3a).

However, the first impression from studying Figure 2.3 is that the noise of in-phase

current is much greater than DC even though the slope in the range of less than 0.1 µm

seems almost similar. So, the signal-to-noise ratio for in-phase current seems like to be

worse than that of DC current. Second, the cause of DC drift was ambiguous. Li et al.

imitated DC drift to change the bias voltage, but the modern electrics provides highly stable

DC voltage drift in long-term. It is easy to find that a voltage reference integrated circuit

has a stability of less than 0.01% (100 ppm) for over 1000 h. Moreover, there are many

source meters which have a specification of less than 0.1% stability (typically 0.02%).

Figure 2.3 Current-distance curves with different DC bias voltages. (a) Current-distance curves in

DC mode with various DC bias voltages, (b) In-phase current-distance curves in PM mode with

different DC offset voltages. Adapted from Li et al. 2014.15
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The most uncontrollable DC drift in SICM stems from ionic strength changes, but there is

no correlation between ion strength changes and DC voltage changes.

Considering the measured current i has some relation f with applied voltage v, and this

relation is given by

i = f(v) (2.1)

while voltage consists of DC and AC terms, v = vDC + vAC , the measured current is

approximated by

i ≃ f(vDC) + vAC ·
∂f

∂v

∣

∣

∣

∣

vDC

. (2.2)

The first term of the right-hand side is DC current, and the second term is AC current. If the

current response function f is typically almost linear to the variable of vDC , then ∂f/∂v

is almost constant over various vDC value. Therefore, AC current is independent from DC

offset voltage. Hence, the result of Figure 2.3 could not be the evidence of stabilizing ion

current from ion-strength drift.

The modulation technique limits the bandwidth of the measured current signal. The su-

perficial result, which shows a less noisy signal than non-modulated DC signal, stems from

the cost of the signal speed. Additionally, the pipette modulation can cause convection of

the solution and might disturb ion-current measurement.17 Even though the current mod-

ulation technique seems to have drawbacks, one important application of the modulation

technique remains; it is the capability of mapping surface charges.

2.2.3 Mapping Surface Charges by SICM

After introducing bias modulated (BM) SICM in 2014,16 Unwin’s group in the Uni-

versity of Warwick, UK reported of mapping surface charges sequentially. They paid at-

tention to the surface-induced rectification.19 McKelvey et al. demonstrated the capability

of mapping surface charge using distance-modulated SCIM in 2014.20 Perry et al. studied

BM SICM for various charged surfaces in 2015,18 then Perry et al. successively visualized

surface charges of living cells in 2016.21 Figure 2.4 shows the concept of simultaneous

mapping of topography and surface charge distribution. For getting topographical images,
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Figure 2.4 Concept of simultaneous mapping of topography and surface charge distribution.

Adapted from Perry et al. 2015.18

BM mode is used while vDC = 0. For mapping charge distribution, DC offset is applied,

vDC ̸= 0, because the charged channel rectifies ion currents.

Figure 2.5 shows experimental approach curves on the negatively charged surface

(glass, left column), and the positively charged surface (3-aminopropyl triethoxysilane or

APTES, right column). DC current responses and AC phase responses are opposite to each

surface with the same DC bias voltage.

2.2.4 Hopping (or ARS) Mode and its Variations

The morphological variation of the cell membrane is considered smooth, so it can be

assumed that it is easier to scan over the cell surface in comparison to semiconductors.

However, to get whole cell images, it is necessary to image the substrate in addition to

the cell surface. Unfortunately, in that case, the pipette will meet a very steep and tall

wall, and often result in colliding to the side of a cell and dragging the cell instead of

not-touching the cell. In order to overcome this problem, backstep mode,7 hopping probe

ion conductance microscope (HPICM),9 standing approach (STA) mode22 and approach

retract scanning (ARS) mode23,24 were introduced (henceforth referred to as hopping mode

or ARS mode in this dissertation). Like force-distance mapping25 and step-in mode26 in

AFM, the pipette tries approaching the surface at every single pixel. The force-distance

mapping also has many synonyms; the first appeared name was hopping mode in Japanese
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Figure 2.5 Experimental approach curves depicting normalized DC ion current (a and b); and phase

shift (c and d) behavior as a function of the probe-to-substrate distance, d. Adapted from Perry et

al. 2014.18

patent in 198827 and a journal paper in 1993,28 then adhesive force mode (1994),29 pulsed

force mode (1997),30 step-in scan (early of 2000), recently peak-force and pin-point mode

were developed. Hopping mode also has the capability to stabilize slowly varying DC drift

from concentration changes because the setpoint can be readjusted just before the approach.

This stable operation is obtained at the expense of imaging time. Comparingwith traditional

raster scanning, which drags the pipette along the surface, hoppingmode increases the travel

distance of the pipette. That means it takes a significantly longer time to make an image

than raster scanning.
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As discussed in Chapter 1, the parameters which affect the imaging time are 1) the speed

of approach, 2) the distance of approaching or retracting for moving to the next pixel, and 3)

the number of pixels. The works on those topics are described in the following subsections.

2.2.5 Works on Improving Approaching Speed

There are two types of works to improve the approaching speed; one is to speed up the

physical movement of the pipette, and the other is improving the sensor response. When the

pipette approaches the surface quickly, an overshoot of the pipette motion occurs. Novak

et al. attached an additional fast actuator to act as a brake booster and to stop the pipette

motion faster.31 Closed loop ARS uses a closed-loop approaching algorithm instead of a

discrete step movement of the pipette to increase approaching speed and to prevent negative

overshooting.32

After studying the phase modulation SICM, Li et al. introduced a capacitive compen-

sation method to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio.33 Zhuang et al. used two pipettes to

eliminate the unnecessary pipette resistance RP . One pipette is used for the scanning sim-

ilar to regular SICM, and the other is used for the reference pipette resistance.34 Using the

bridge configuration, one can cancel out the intrinsic pipette resistance.

As one of this Ph.D. works, the improving approaching speed by enhancing the signal-

to-noise ratio is suggested in Chapter 7.

2.2.6 Works on Optimizing Retract Distance

Floating backstep mode pre-scans the cell surface with low resolution first, determines

the edges of the cell, then uses different retract distances in the second high-resolution

image.8 Takahashi et al. introduced an algorithm to decide how far is good to move, known

as standing approach (STA) mode; after approaching on the sample, STA mode retracts the

pipette a certain distance (e.g. 2 µm), then if the ion current is not large enough, then STA

mode tries to retract the pipette again until the ion-current is high enough.22
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Figure 2.6 Schematic representation of the high-speed SICM algorithm. Adapted from Ida et al.

2017.35

Ida et al. found one interesting behavior of ion current.35 When the pipette contacts to

the side of samples, the ion current abnormally decreases. So, the pipette can be hopping

on the sample with small retract height in most of all areas. If there is abnormally low ion-

current, the scanning method will go some distance back from the abnormal point, then do

forward again by hopping mode with higher and safe retract distance (Figure 2.6.)

2.2.7 Works on Minimizing Number of Pixels

HPICM also uses an adaptive method, which scans the sample more than two times.

HPICM pre-scans the sample in low-resolution, evaluates the roughness of each area, and

then scans the sample again in high roughness regions.9 Floating backstep mode, which

uses an adaptive method as well, tries to optimize the retract distance whereas HPICM

attempts to minimize the number of pixels in the image. Another prior knowledge based

method, which decides the region of interest by using edge detection instead of roughness,

was reported.36
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Interestingly, Andersson et al. made an interesting observation: “non-raster scan mea-

surements were quite common in a variety of fields,” but there was only raster scanning

in AFM.37 Then, they developed compressed sensing algorithm as a non-adaptive method,

which samples less number of height data in random position than the original resolution,

and reconstructs the original resolution image.38 Li et al. adapted this method to SICM and

demonstrated around 50% improvement in imaging time.39

2.2.8 Other Works

Hybrid scanning mode was also reported for improving the speed of SICM.3 As men-

tioned earlier, the hybrid scanning mode drags the pipette at almost constant height in order

to save the feedback time. The pipette roughly follows the sample surface fast and records

ion-current values simultaneously for post reconstruction of real topography. This hybrid

scanning mode predicts next line features from previous line topography adaptively.

If the Z movement of the pipette is fast enough, the line-by-line scanning method could

limit the performance. After getting one line, the sample should turn back, but the acceler-

ation of the sample motion is discontinuous, so impulse applies on the sample and the XY

scanner. This impulse appears as ringing marks on the border of images. Therefore, the

spiral movement can be used for eliminating discontinuous acceleration. Kang et al. used

this spiral scanning movement for fast electrochemical reaction mapping with SICM.40

2.2.9 Summary

Table 2.1 categorized the SICM imaging modes. The two electrodes in SICM are ex-

cited from biasing sources, voltage or current. Moreover, the response of two electrodes can

be detected by DC or modulation/demodulation technique (Measurement Technique). The

pipette is dragged (Raster scan) or approached and repeatedly retracted (Hopping mode).

The region of interest (ROI) can be decided adaptively or non-adaptively. In general, ‘DC

mode’ refers to the composition of voltage bias with DC measurement during raster scan-

ning, ‘AC mode’ implies the composition of voltage bias with Z modulation and raster

scanning, and ‘hopping mode’ involves voltage bias with DC measurement in roughness
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Table 2.1 Categorized summary of SICM imaging modes

Category Method First reported in SICM

Biasing
Voltage Hansma 19894
Current Pulse Mann 20027
Current Kim 201541

Measurement Technique
DC Hansma 19894
Z modulation Pastré 2001,5 Shevchuk 20016
Bias modulation McKelvey 2014,16 Li 201415

Scanning method
Raster scan Hansma 19894
Hopping mode Mann 20027
Spiral scanning Kang 201640

Region of Interest
Adaptive (roughness) Novak 20099
Adaptive (edge detection) Li 201336
Compressed sensing Li 201439

based adaptive hopping scanning.

Even though there have been many efforts to improve imaging time especially algo-

rithmic approach (i.e. scanning method and deciding the region of interest), it is needed to

study the fundamental behavior of nanopipette dynamics to push the imaging time to the

limit in which nature allows.

2.3 Properties of Nanopipettes

An electrolyte-filled nanopipette, which is pulled from a glass capillary, is used as the

probe.4 This nanopipette is the fundamental component which is utilized to investigate

nanoscale phenomena in a physiological environment. So, there have been many efforts

to understand the phenomena occurring in the gap between the nanopipette apex and the

surface. This section discusses models of nanopipettes and reviews the electrical charac-

teristics of the nanopipette.

2.3.1 Ohmic Model: Analytical Solution

Nitz et al. firstly introduced the Ohmic model of the pipette in 1998.42 The access re-

sistance RAC was derived analytically in this paper, and given by

RAC =
3

2πκ
· ln(ro/ri)

z
(2.3)
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where κ is the conductance of the electrolyte, ro and ri are the outer and inner radii of

the pipette tip end, respectively, and z is the distance from the pipette end to the sample

surface. This equation can be induced by assuming a disk-shaped conductance channel.

Assuming the ion-current is impeded under the end area of pipette glass (Figure 2.7), the

access resistance can be calculated by

RAC =
1

κ

∫ ro

ri

dr
2πrz

=
1

2πκ
· ln(ro/ri)

z
. (2.4)

The equation 2.3 and equation 2.4 have an only difference of the factor 3. Similarly, the

pipette resistance RP can be integrated to

RP =
1

πκ
· L

rbri
≃ 1

πκ
· 1

tan(θ/2)
(2.5)

where rb is the base radius, and L and θ are stem length and cone angle, respectively.14,42

Assuming the conductivity of electrolyte solution is 500MΩµm (the conductance of phos-

phate buffered saline (PBS) 1X solution is 14MΩ−1 cm to 17.8MΩ−1 cm), and rt is 50 nm,

θ is 3°, then RP is 122MΩ. This value well agrees with experimental resistance, around

150MΩ with PBS 1X solution. Then, Nitz equation is obtained by

I(z) = I0

(

1 +
z0

z

)−1

(2.6)

z0 =
3rbri
2L

ln
(

ro

ri

)

(2.7)

where I0 is the current when the pipette is far from the sample, or I0 = V /RP with the

applied voltage V .

Figure 2.7 Approximate model of access resistance. The ion-current is impeded under the glass area

approximately. The cross section of pipette is displayed in gray.
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Figure 2.8 Finite element method (EFM) simulated current-distance curves. (a) various cone angles

θ, solid black θ is 3°, dashed red 5°, dotted green 10°, dash-dotted 15° (b) various RG = ro/ri,

solid black RG = 1.1, dashed red 1.1, dotted green 2, dash-dotted 10. Adapted from Edwards et

al. 2009.14

The pipette capacitance can be calculated by assuming that the electrolyte is highly

conductive material and the capacitance stems from the glass capillary. The capacitance

can be expressed by

CP = CP0 +
2πϵL

ln(ro/ri)
. (2.8)

The first term of the right-hand side CP0 denotes the contribution of tapered tip portion,

and the second term is for submerged coaxial capillary portion. L is the immersed length

of coaxial portion, ϵ is dielectric constant and ro, ri are the outer and inner radii of the

coaxial capillary. Using the dielectric constant of glass as 4.6, the capacitance per length of

the coaxial capillary is 0.47 pF/mm. If the pipette is submerged 5mm in the solution, the

capacitance of the coaxial capillary portion is 2.3 pF. The order of this approximation value

seems to agree with experimental value, around 6 pF.16 The through-silicon via (TSV) has

similar tapered geometry of the pipette tip end, which contributes CP0. Even though the

analytical equation of TSV was reported,43 the capacitance from the TSV equation does not

correspond to the experimental value requiring the improvement of the equation of CP0.

2.3.2 Ohmic Model: Numerical Solution

Results from the finite element method (FEM) were reported to investigate geometric

effects14 and to define resolution.44,45 Figure 2.8 shows FEM simulated curves with various
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Figure 2.9 FEM simulated images of two cylindrical particles. (a-d) Actual topography. (e-h) cal-

culated topography images for two high particles, h0 = ri, and a large pipette-sample distance

z0 = 1.6 cot ri. (i-l) images for low particle, h0 = ri/2, and a small pipette-sample distance,

z0 = 0.6ri. Adapted from Rheinlaender et al. 2009.44

geometries. When the ratio of geometry RG = ro/ri is increased, the area of glass is

increased. Consequentially the slope of current-distance becomes steeper (Figure 2.8b).

The dependence on RG is also expected from approximate equations (2.6) and (2.7). The

current-distance curve also has a dependency on the cone angle θ of the pipette. If the

pipette is steeper, which means a smaller cone angle θ, the detection range is narrower.14

Rheinlaender et al. investigated the resolution of SICM using FEM simulation (Figure

2.9), and concluded that “the lateral resolution is three times the inner opening radius of the

pipette, d0 = 3ri.”44 Additionally, the ring shape of the particle image can be observed from

their simulation (Figure 2.9I). This might be related to the pipette-sample distance because

it cannot be observed in Figure 2.9E. It can be assumed that this ring shape is an artifact

of SICM. However, by thinking reversely, this unique shape can be a clue to determine the

pipette shape. From known various-sized small particles, the inner and outer radii of the

pipette can be determined with the deconvolution algorithm, which was developed in AFM

earlier.46
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Figure 2.10 Nyquist plots of glass nanopipette. (A-D) different concentration of KCl solution in

various offset voltage, green (−0.4V), red (−0.2V), wine (0V), blue (0.2V) and magenta (0.4V).
Adapted from Feng et al. 2010.49

2.3.3 Estimating Tip Geometry

Like AFM, it is important to figure out the geometry of each pipette because the shape of

the pipette is related to the resolution of SICM. The direct measurement of the pipette shape

from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or AFM is accurate, but it is hard to perform

routinely. Caldwell et al. introduced one method to estimate the pipette geometry.47 This

method monitors the ion-current resistance while breaking the pipette end, then fits the

resistance data to the analytical Nitz equation. One can find more information about the

characterization of SICM pipettes on the recent review paper.48

2.3.4 Electrical Properties

The measurement setup of SICM can be modeled as electrical circuit components, re-

sistors and capacitors (RC). The basic idea of SICM is detecting the changes of the access

resistance. It is important to find the proper circuit model between two electrodes to de-

termine the signal bandwidth. Electro-impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used to find the

circuit model in electrochemistry, and Geddes summarized circuit models of the electrode-

electrolyte interface.50 Feng et al. reported multi-time constant features of a glass nanopore

and suggested an RC model.49 Figure 2.10 shows the multi-time constant appears when

there is a low concentration with a negative offset voltage, in which ion-current is more

hindered.
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Figure 2.11 Impedance model of SICM. Adapted from McKelvey et al. 2014.16

The impedance model of SICM can be more simplified because typically it is biased

to a positive offset voltage (less hindered ion-current), and McKelvey et al. successfully

found the bulk resistance, the tip resistance and the tip capacitance (Figure 2.11).16 Note

the tip resistance (greater than 50MΩ) is 1000 times higher than the bulk resistance (around

40 kΩ), and the tip capacitance is around 6 pF.

Another important electrical property is noise. The discussion of noise is still under de-

bate. There are many papers focused on noise from the electrode-electrolyte interface.51–55

Many of them focused on the 1/f noise phenomena and tried to derive an equation with-

out supporting experimental data,56 or mismatched data.57 One researcher argued that the

noise obeys shot-noise, which is proportional to current,54 while others argued the noise is

proportional to the square of current.52,57 Even though Plamondon et al. found good agree-

ment between their model and experimental data, they concluded carefully that “However,

it should be remembered that biological solutions are more complex than simple monova-

lent electrolytes,… For example, it has been observed that the use of NaCl solution, instead

of KCl, as external electrolyte, might double the voltage noise of the microtip.”55

2.3.5 Ion Rectification and Poisson-Nernst-Planck Model

The rectification effect of micropipettes was reported over 50 years ago.58 Thirty years

ago, Plamondon and Gagné tried to explain this rectification effect using a diffusion model

which includes an electroosmotic effect.59 In 1997, Wei and Bard suggested that this recti-

fication effect resulted from the surface charge of the glass pipette and the geometry of the
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Table 2.2 Summary of some representative works on PNP equation

Problem References

PNP, semiconductor Gummel 196468
PNP Brumleve 197874
NP, ion migration in pipette geometry Fåhraeus 1997,75 Fåhraeus 199776
PNP, ion migration in pipette geometry Cervera 2005,64 Cervera 200665
PNP, nano-fluidic channel, analytic solution Vlassiouk 200877
PNP, charged membrane Zheng 2011,78 Zheng 201179
PNP, mathematical analysis with steric effect Ji 2012,80 Liu 201281

pipette orifice.60 Siwy et al. also emphasized the role of surface charges in the rectification

effect.61 Many investigations have followed numerically62–65 and experimentally.66

Sa et al. considered the rectification effect including the sample surface.19 This is a

more realistic model to elucidate the pipette behavior on charged substrates. Clarke et

al. also reported different current-distance behaviors on various kinds of samples.67 Those

findings reveal that the access resistance RAC cannot be interpreted by simply depending

on inversely proportional to the pipette-sample distance 1/z.

The governing equation for interpreting this rectification is comprised of Poisson,

Nernst-Planck (NP), and continuity equations. Moreover, those set is known as Poisson-

Nernst-Planck (PNP) or Nernst-Planck-Poisson (NPP) equation. In the semiconductor

field, the dynamics of electrons and holes is also illustrated by PNP equation. The most

prominent advance to solve this problem was made by Gummel in 1964.68 Even though the

solution of PNP equation was beginning since mid of the 1960s, many types of researches

are still developing to solve analytically69–72 and numerically.73 Some representative works

on PNP equation is summarized in Table 2.2.

2.4 Ph.D. in Context of Literature

Although SICM is considered as a powerful tool to investigate molecular-level biolog-

ical study, slow imaging time is still a huge barrier. As discussed in Chapter 1, to obtain

whole cell images, hopping mode is necessary, but the increased traveling length of the

pipette is inevitable despite of many efforts to reduce imaging time in SICM. Those efforts
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were focused on algorithmic approaches, including reducing the number of ROI pixels,

optimizing pipette movement, and other tactics. Those efforts have been successful and

well improved the optimization of SICM. Despite of those efforts, the physics related to

nanopipettes is complex as reviewed in this chapter. Many phenomena were still remained

and require clear explanations. Therefore, there is a room for improvement in the perfor-

mance of SICM, given a deeper understanding of the nanopipette which can only be attained

by the focused study.

This Ph.D. work starts with the capability of AFM for demonstrating structural inspec-

tion of mouse sperm samples in Chapter 4 to emphasize the convenience of sample prepa-

ration than the preparation steps of the high-resolution SEM. In Chapter 5, the advantage of

SICM over AFM is displayed with soft biological samples. Although there were also many

reports about these topics,23,82–84 it is not reported the direct comparison between SICM and

AFMwith the same scanning method. Chapter 6 demonstrates how SICM and AFM can be

utilized for biological study in addition to their imaging features. However, this dissertation

has focused not only on the capability of SICM but also the investigating models and the

improvement of the instrument. In consequence, this review focused on instrumentation,

and the more in-depth study for instrumentation is presented in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

This chapter provides the foundation of techniques which is used in this

dissertation. From the concept of force sensing by a cantilever, the first

section describes how atomic force microscopy (AFM) reconstructs the

morphological height from measured force, how AFM analyzes the mate-

rial deformation from the basic model, and how AFM extracts forces from

the cantilever dynamics. The second section also explains the principles

of scanning ion-conductance microscopy (SICM), and then discussing the

principle of the lock-in detection technique to emphasize the different us-

age of the modulation technique from that of AFM. Finally, the practical

information of numerical analysis is presented.
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3.1 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

3.1.1 Operating Principle of AFM

A cantilever is a key part of atomic force microscopy (AFM). Usually, AFM uses a laser

beam to detect the bending of the cantilever. The illuminated laser beam on the cantilever

is reflected, then a position sensitive photodiode (PSPD) receives the beam. When the

cantilever as a mirror is bent, the reflection beam path is changed so that the PSPD can

calculate how much the cantilever is bent. This bending amount ∆ is related to force by

Hooke’s law, approximately

F = k ·∆ (3.1)

where F is the applied force to the cantilever, and k is the spring constant of the cantilever.

Thus, AFM is named after its nature to detect forces by monitoring bending amount of a

cantilever. This behavior is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.2 shows how to reconstruct height from the force. If the cantilever is above

an area A, then the distance z(x = A) can be examined how far the cantilever moves to

the surface from the initial height to reach a certain force, which is known as a setpoint.

Then on another area B, the distance z(x = B) also can be obtained to maintain the force

Figure 3.1 Schematics of AFM and force distance curve on a solid sample. (a) AFM consists of

a. cantilever and tip, b. laser beam, c. photosensitive photodiode, d. sample, f. piezo-actuator. (b)

After approaching at the point of contact, the tip is starting to bend by force. Adapted from Kasas,

Longo and Dietler 2013.1
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Figure 3.2 Schematic of reconstruction of height of AFM.

at the same setpoint. Then the relative height, H can be calculated by subtraction of two

distance. This is the key concept of mapping height of surface variations in every scanning

probe technique. If the signal of a probe has a monotonic relationship with the distance

between the probe and the surface, then any probes can be used for a scanning probe and

can map a surface morphology. The probe signal is not necessary to be linear depending on

the distance, because the position is determined by the scanner or the actuator. Only virtue,

which the probe must have, is the uniqueness of the position dependency.

3.1.2 Force Spectroscopy

The term of spectroscopy is strictly used to study the matter-radiation interaction, but

force spectroscopy is widely used for investigating the interaction between matters or

molecules. SPM is not designed for microscopy, so mapping images are not the only main

functionality of SPM.2 The most promising feature of AFM is force spectroscopy allowing

one to investigate the mechanical properties of a sample.

The force-distance curves in Figure 3.1b and Figure 3.2b are the simplest case of the

rigid materials, and the samplemorphology in those figures is not changed by force from the

AFM tip. However, many biological materials are elastic. Hence, the soft sample is easily

deformed and indented by the loading force of the AFM tip. Figure 3.3 shows the typical

force-distance curves with and without sample deformation. The force-distance curve on

a soft sample is sagged in contrast to the curve of a rigid sample. So, one can obtain the
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Figure 3.3 Indentation determination from AFM force curve data. Adapted from Lekka and Kulik

2006.3

indentation depth δ by comparing two curves for certain loading forces.

Hertz proposed the first indentation model with the assumption of no adhesion forces in

1881. Since then several theoretical works have been succeeded on the contact mechanics

such as Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) and Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT).4 In this

dissertation, Sneddon extension5 of Hertzian model is used for simplicity. For paraboloidal

tip, the indentation depth δ and the loading force F have a following relation,

F (δ) =
4
√
3

3
E ′δ1.5 (3.2)

where E ′ is the reduced Young’s modulus and R is the radius of the tip. For four-sided

pyramid shaped tips, the force-indentation is

F (δ) =
tan(α)
π
√
2
E ′δ2 (3.3)

where α is the face angle. The reduced Young’s modulus is calculated by

1

E ′
=

1− ν2
tip

Etip

+
1− ν2

sample

Esample

(3.4)

with the Poisson ratio ν and the modulus of two materials, the tip and the sample. However,

for biology study, assuming the tip is much more rigid than the sampleEtip ≫ Esample, then

the reduced Young’s modulus becomes

1

E ′
=

1− ν2
tip

Etip

. (3.5)
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Then, from the force-distance curve data and equations (3.4) and (3.5), the Young’smodulus

of a specific area can be examined.

One undetermined variable is the spring constant k of the cantilever to calculate the

force from the cantilever bending response ∆. The spring constant k can be calculated by

the geometrical dimension of the cantilever, or calibrated by a standard sample.6 A ther-

mal vibrational calibration is used in the work of this dissertation to determine the spring

constant.7 The thermal vibrational calibration can be performed at the beginning of every

measurement reducing the measurement steps. The thermal vibrational calibration assumes

that the thermal energy is equal to the average energy of a harmonic oscillator,
⟨

1

2
kz2
⟩

=
1

2
kBT (3.6)

where z is the displacement of the cantilever, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the

absolute temperature. The average of square of displacement ⟨z2⟩ can be measured by

power spectrum density. Then, the spring constant can be obtained from

k = kBT/P (3.7)

with the integral of the power spectrum density of displacement, P .

3.1.3 Modulation Technique

The dynamics of a cantilever is simply modeled by a simple harmonic oscillator

mz̈ + λż + kz = F (z) (3.8)

where the dot operator ż is Newton notation for time derivatives, z is the displacement, m

is the mass of the tip, λ is the damping term, k is the spring constant of the cantilever and F

is the external forces. The natural angular frequency ω0 and the quality factor Q are given

by

ω0 =
√

k/m (3.9)

Q = ω0/λ. (3.10)
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Figure 3.4 The qualitative sketch of the force curve (a) and the resonance frequency shift (b) of the

cantilever under force fields. Adapted from Voigtländer 20168 and Albrecht et al. 1991.9

For small displacements from the equilibrium position, the external force can be expressed

by

F (z) = F0 + (z − z0) ·
∂F

∂z

∣

∣

∣

∣

z0

(3.11)

where F0 is the force at the point z. Rearrangement of equations (3.8) and (3.11) becomes

mz̈ + λż + kez = F0 + z0 ·
∂F

∂z

∣

∣

∣

∣

z0

(3.12)

with the effective spring constant,

ke = k − ∂F

∂z

∣

∣

∣

∣

z0

. (3.13)

This result indicates that the effective spring constant changes under force gradient and the

effective natural angular frequency ωe is also changed by the external force gradient,

ωe =

√

√

√

√

1

m

(

k − ∂F

∂z

∣

∣

∣

∣

z0

)

. (3.14)

Figure 3.4 shows the qualitative sketch of the force curve and the resonance shift of a

cantilever under force gradient. The cantilever has no force when the tip is far from the

surface. While the tip is approaching the sample, the tip is starting to feel the attractive

force. If the tip is sufficiently close to the sample, the tip and the sample repulse each other.

The resonance frequency would be shifted to left when the cantilever is operating in the

attractive force regime, e.g. point 2 in Figure 3.4a, whereas the resonance frequency would
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be shifted towards right when the cantilever is in the repulsive force regime, e.g. point 1 in

Figure 3.4a.

There are two ways to extract the distance information from this resonance shift. One

is to vibrate a cantilever at a certain frequency near the resonance frequency, and to read

the amplitude changes. If the tip is approaching the attractive regime, then the resonance

frequency would be shifted from ω0 to ω′
0. While a cantilever is oscillated at the operating

frequency ωd, the amplitude response would be decreased by ∆A as illustrated in Figure

3.4b. Hence, the amplitude will be modulated by depending on the distance, this mode

is known as amplitude modulation atomic force microscopy (AM-AFM). The well-known

synonyms for AM-AFM are tapping-mode AFM10,11 illustrating a tip slightly taps the sur-

face, and non-contact mode (NCM) AFM from the belief of a cantilever is operated in the

attractive regime.

The minimum detectable force is given by

δFmin =

√

2k · kBT · BW
ω0Q ⟨z2osc⟩

(3.15)

where BW is the measurement bandwidth, and ⟨z2osc⟩ is the mean-square amplitude of the
cantilever vibration.9 The settling time of amplitude τAM is

τAM =
2Q

ω0

. (3.16)

From equations (3.15) and (3.16), one can conclude that high-Q factor offers high-

sensitivity but slow-response, and low-Q factor offers low-sensitivity but fast-response.

AM-AFM has been successfully utilized in air over three decades because of moderate Q

factor of the cantilever in air. The Q value of AM-AFM cantilevers in air is around 300 to

500.

However, it is impractical to use AM-AFM in vacuum because of very high-Q factor.

The Q factor of a cantilever is higher than 104 in vacuum, and this high Q factor lags the

settling time tA seriously. To overcome this slow response, another modulation technique

was introduced in 1991.9 This mode is vibrating the cantilever at its resonance frequency
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Figure 3.5 Schematic of a basic SICM setup. Adapted from Schäffer, Anczykowski and Fuchs

2006.14

while tracking the resonance frequency as the distance signal. So, the frequency is modu-

lated by changing the distance, this mode is known as frequency modulation atomic force

microscopy (FM-AFM).

It is the most important topic in AFM to research the dynamics of cantilevers. In this

section, the cantilever is assumed as a simple harmonic oscillator, but in a real situation,

it is not valid. There is a series of work on this topic, and one may start from García and

Pérez 2002,12 and García 2011.13 In this Ph.D. research, AM-AFM was mainly employed

because AM-AFM is commercially available and well-mature for imaging.

3.2 Scanning Ion-Conductance Microscopy (SICM)

3.2.1 Operational Principle of SICM

As the dynamics of a cantilever is the key physics of AFM, the ion-current flow is the

key phenomenon of SICM. Most SICM uses two electrodes unlike with a typical electro-

chemical experimental setup, which uses three or more electrodes in general. Becausemany

electrochemical experiments have interest in reactions of electrode-electrolyte interfaces,

but not in the migration of ions. Electrochemical experiment is necessary to reduce the mi-

gration effect or the solution resistance using the additional electrode. SICM is also work-

ing in an electrochemical cell, but the main physics of SICM is ion-migration. Therefore,

SICM uses two identical stable electrodes in general to ignore electrochemical reactions of

electrode-electrolyte interface. Additionally, physiological condition should be maintained
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Figure 3.6 Schematic of reconstruction of the height of SICM.

because most applications of SICM are biological studies. Therefore, it is natural to use

silver/silver chloride electrodes with the chemical reaction,

AgCl(s) + e− −−→←−− Ag(s) + Cl−(aq) (3.17)

where the phase is denoted in parenthesis; (s) is a solid phase, (aq) is an aqueous phase. e–

is the element negative charge or an electron. Figure 3.5 shows a basic SICM setup. The

working electrode is inserted in the pipette, and reference electrode is located in the bulk

solution. When electrostatic potential is applied between two electrodes, the current start

to flow between two electrodes. The pipette apex and the sample surface can make a small

channel, in which only ions can migrate. If the pipette and the sample is getting very close,

and the channel becomes narrower, then the flow of ions are hindered.

Figure 3.6 shows the qualitative schematic of the current-distance relationship of SICM.

If the pipette is located far from the surface at the initial height in Figure 3.6b, there is no

significant variation of ion current. When the pipette closely approaches the surface of the

area A, the current starts to decrease because of the squeezed channel (solid black line).

The same experiment can be conducted at the area B, where the height is lower than the

area A. The current starts decreased at the lower position than on the area A (dotted black

line). Like the height mapping logic in AFM as described in Subsection 3.1.1, SICM can

also map the height between two positions z(x = B) − z(x = A) at a certain ion current

value, setpoint. It is also not necessary to approach every single point, but it is possible

to map an image by maintaining the ion-current to the setpoint with feedback control. If
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Figure 3.7 Experimental data of the current distance curve and the noise spectrum of the SICM

pipette.

the morphological variation is not too large, then the exactly same scanning method can be

applied as the way of AFM.

3.2.2 Vertical Resolution of SICM

It is relatively easier to estimate the height resolution (vertical resolution) of SICM than

the spatial resolution (lateral resolution) of SICM. Figure 3.7 shows experimental data of

the current-distance curve with 0.1V bias voltage and the noise spectrum of the pipette

without sample engagement. This solid green line in Figure 3.7a is a fitted curve from the

analytical model,
I

I0
=

(

1 +
A

z − z0

)−1

(3.18)

with the parameters of I0 = 0.6433 nA, A = 1.214× 10−3 and z0 = 1.318 µm. The red

solid line is the tangential slope of 0.21 nAµm−1 at 98% current point. The measured noise

density at 1 kHz is 16.75 µV/Hz1/2 with the transimpedance gain of 109. Then the expected

root mean squared (RMS) noise with 1 kHz bandwidth is

(

16.75× 10−6 nA/
√
Hz
)

·
(√

1 kHz
)

(

0.21 nAµm−1) = 2.5 nm(RMS).

This value well corresponds to the value of some literature, which expects the vertical res-

olution is less 10 nm.15–17
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3.2.3 Lock-in Amplifier and Note on AC-mode SICM

The amplitude A at the frequency fr and the phase difference θ from the reference

signal cos(2πfrt) can be extracted from a signal by the lock-in amplifier (LIA). This can be

accomplished by mixing the reference signal and the target signal A cos(2πfst+ θ). More

specifically, the in-phase signal I is multiplied the target signal by the reference signal, and

the quadrature signal Q is multiplied the target signal by the 90°-shifted reference signal,

I = A cos(2πfst+ θ) · cos(2πfrt) (3.19)

Q = A cos(2πfst+ θ) · sin(−2πfrt) (3.20)

and with the trigonometric product identities,

I =
A

2
{cos(2π(fs − fr)t+ θ) + cos(2π(fs + fr)t+ θ)} (3.21)

Q =
A

2
{sin(2π(fs − fr)t+ θ)− sin(2π(fs + fr)t+ θ)}. (3.22)

If the target signal contains the reference frequency component fs = fr, and low-pass

filtering with a proper time constant τ ≪ 1/fr is applied to eliminate the fs+ fr frequency

component, the in-phase and quadrature signals become

I ≃ A

2
cos(θ) (3.23)

Q ≃ A

2
sin(θ). (3.24)

Therefore, the amplitude A and the phase difference from the reference signal at the fr

frequency can be obtained by

A = 2
√

I2 +Q2 (3.25)

θ = tan−1 (I/Q). (3.26)

Figure 3.8 shows this mixing process in time and frequency domains by numerical com-

putation as an instance. The amplitude and frequency of the original signal are A = 10V

and fs = 10 kHz. The original signal contains Gaussian normal noise with the deviation

of σ = 2V (20% of the amplitude). This signal is plotted in time domain (Figure 3.8a)

and in frequency domain (Figure 3.8b). For the comparison, a signal containing less noise
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Figure 3.8 Mixing process and noise of the lock-in amplifier (LIA). (a) Signals contain different

amount of noises. (b) Power spectrum density of (a). (c) The output noise after LIA, and the

original noise filtered by the same filter. (d) Power spectrum density of the mixed signal.

(σ = 0.2V) is also displayed in same figures. The signal with σ = 0.2V(RMS) noise has

−20 dB lower power spectrum density than the original signal. The noise shapes a floor

or exists in all frequencies. Therefore, this Gaussian normal noise is called as white noise.

After multiplying the original signal by the reference signal cos(2πfrt) with fr = fs, the

protrusion at the freqeuncy of fs in Figure 3.8b is split into two frequencies, the DC (sub-

tracted) and higher (added) frequency according to the equation (3.21). The gray area is

filtered out by 3th-order Bessel filter with 1 kHz cut-off frequency. While the signal at

10 kHz will be attenuated by −60 dB, noises in the frequencies of less than 1 kHz still ex-
ists in the output signal. The final LIA output signal and the low-pass filtered original noise

with the same Bessel filter are displayed in Figure 3.8d. The output signal has a offset of 5V

corresponding to the equation (3.23), but this offset is removed for comparing two noises.

The root-mean squared (RMS) value of the filtered original noise is 8mV(RMS), and the

RMS of the LIA output signal is 5mV(RMS) which is almost same as the filtered original

noise.

Figure 3.9 is the experimental current-distance results in AC-mode SICM. The modu-
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Figure 3.9 Experimental current-distance results in AC-mode SICM with various lock-in amplifier

(LIA) settings. Blue lines are the LIA outputs with (a) the time constant τ = 10ms, gain = 100, (b)

τ = 10ms, gain = 200, and (c) τ = 100ms, gain = 200. Red lines are Z positions of the pipette.

Two red dashed vertical lines are the guide lines for indicating delay of the signal response from

different time constants.

lation frequency and amplitude of the pipette are 633Hz and 0.4 nm(RMS), respectively.

The LIA output of ion-current and the Z position are colored in blue and red, respectively.

Figure 3.9b is obtained from the same time constant (TC) τ = 10ms, but two times higher

gain than the gain of Figure 3.9a. Therefore, the LIA output of Figure 3.9b is two times

amplified than the output of Figure 3.9a, and the noise is also amplified as the same amount

of signals. Figure 3.9c is obtained from the same gain as the gain of Figure 3.9b, but ten

times higher time constant, i.e. more low-pass filtering. The LIA output in Figure 3.9c is

a lot cleaner than others, but there is an apparent time delay, which indicates the signal

becomes slower than others with less time constant.

The fundamental concept of LIA is mixing signals to shift the carrier or center frequency

of signal band. In the case of AFM, the atomic force between the AFM tip and the sample

surface can modulate the resonance frequency of the cantilever as describe in Subsection
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3.1.3. Therefore, monitoring the amplitude and the phase changes at the resonance fre-

quency provides important information in AFM, and LIA can shift the signals around the

cantilever resonance frequency to lower frequency band which is much easier to handle by

electronics.

However, for the case of SICM, there is no obvious relationship between modulated

ion-current and the pipette-sample distance. The utilization of LIA in SICM would be a

synonym for applying more filtering so that this slows down the system performance. Ac-

cording to the aforementioned reasons, DC-mode SICM was employed in this dissertation.

3.3 Finite Element Method (FEM)

The model of ion-current is not simply described as mentioned in Section 2.3. Mod-

ern researchers try to describe the ion-current behavior with Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP)

equation18–21 which assumes continuous media in the form of partial differential equation

(PDE). PDE can be solved by finite element method (FEM) numerically. This section for-

mulates some basic equations to solve FEM, and a preliminary numerical solution of the

ion-current model can be found in Section 8.4.

3.3.1 Variational Form

Most of FEM problems can be solved by Poisson equation. Poisson equation is

−∇2u(x) = f(x), x in Ω (3.27)

u(x) = uD(x), x on ∂Ω (3.28)

where u = u(x) is the unknown trial function and f = f(x) is a prescribed function of x.

In this section, vectors are notated in normal bold symbols. Ω is the spatial domain, ∂Ω is

the boundary of the domain. uD(x) is the known value of Dirichlet boundary condition.

FEM tries not to solve the strong form of the above equation directly, but to solve us-

ing an equivalent integral equation. This integral equation is known as a weak form or

variational form. The integral performs over the domain with multiplying a test function
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v = v(x),

−
∫

Ω

∇2u(x) v(x) dx =

∫

Ω

f(x) v(x) dx . (3.29)

The order of derivatives should be kept as low as possible in common. From the chain rule,

∇ · (v∇u) = ∇v · ∇u+ v∇2u, the derivative of the equation (3.29) can be reduced, and

becomes
∫

Ω

∇u · ∇v dx−
∫

Ω

∇ · (v∇u) dx =

∫

Ω

f(x)v(x) dx . (3.30)

The second term of the left-hand side can be reduced by divergence theorem,
∫

Ω

∇ · (v∇u) dx =

∫

∂Ω

(n · ∇u)v ds (3.31)

with the normal outside vector n on the boundary, and ds is the surface infinitesimal ele-

ment. g = −(n · ∇u) is a known flux function as Neumann boundary condition.

Then, rearrangement of equations (3.30) and (3.31) becomes,

a(u, v) =

∫

Ω

∇ · (v∇u) dx (3.32)

L(v) =

∫

Ω

fv dx−
∫

ΓN

gv ds (3.33)

a(u, v) = L(v) (3.34)

with a bilinear form a(u, v) and a linear form L(v). ΓN is the Neumann boundary. Since

Dirichlet boundary conditions are not included in equations (3.32) – (3.34), Dirichlet bound-

ary conditions are essential boundary conditions. Neumann boundary conditions are natu-

ral boundary conditions, because Neumann boundary conditions are appeared in the equa-

tion (3.33).

3.3.2 Numerical Solution of FEM

After discretization to solve equations (3.32) – (3.34) numerically, the variational form

the equation (3.34) can be expressed in a matrix form,

Au = b. (3.35)

Then, the bilinear form a(u, v) becomes Au, and the linear form L(v) becomes b after

discretization or assembly of finite elements. u is the discretized solution vector, which
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should be found. If the inverse matrix ofA exists, then the solution can be easily calculated

by

u = A−1b (3.36)

However, many problems have no inverse matrix A−1. Hence, the problem is trans-

formed to find an optimum solution of u∗ minimizing the sum of squared residuals (SSE),

h(u) = 1

2
∥r∥22 =

1

2
rTr = 1

2

∑

i

r2i (3.37)

where r = b − Au = (r1, r2, . . . , rn)
T is the residual vector with n elements. This

optimization problem is known as least square problem. Using a matrix operation, the sum

of squared residuals is approximated at the optimum point u∗ with some variation s by

h(u∗ + s) = h(u∗) + (∇uh(u∗))Ts+ 1

2
∇2

uh(u∗) sTs+O(s3) (3.38)

where∇u is gradient with respect to u, and O is the big-O notation. If u∗ is the minimum

(or optimum) point of f(u), the differentiation of h(u) with respect to s should be zero,

∂h(u∗)
∂s = ∇uh(u∗) +∇2

uh(u∗) s = 0. (3.39)

Then, the normal equation (3.39) is expressed by

JT(u∗)r(u∗) +H(u∗)s = 0. (3.40)

with Jacobian matrix J, the gradient of h, and Hessian matrix H,

J = ∇ur, (3.41)

∇uh =
1

2
∇u
(

rTr
)

= JTr, (3.42)

H(u) = ∇2
uh(u) =

∑

i

∇uri(∇uri)
T +

∑

i

ri∇2
uri = JTJ+

∑

i

ri∇2
uri. (3.43)

In the case of a linear problem, A and b are independent from the variable u, then

Jacobian is

J = ∇ur = ∇(b− Au) = −A (3.44)
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Table 3.1 Hessian Matrixes

Method Hessian H Comment

Gauss-Newton JTJ
Newton JTJ+

∑

i ri∇2ri
Steepest Descent cI c is constant.
Gradient Descent diag

(

∇2f
)

Levenberg-Marquardt JTJ+ λ diag
(

JTJ
)

λ is selected by residual.

then, Hessian becomes zero H = 0. The normal equation (3.40) in the linear problem

becomes

JTr(u∗) +H(u∗)s = −AT(b− Au) = 0. (3.45)

Finally, the solution can be obtained by

u =
(

ATA
)−1ATb = A†b (3.46)

where A† =
(

ATA
)−1AT is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse matrix.

For nonlinear problems, which A = A(u) has a dependency on u, the solution can be

found by iteration method

u(k+1) = u(k) + s (3.47)

u∗ = lim
k→∞

u(k) (3.48)

with the next step s by solving the normal equation (3.40),

s = −H
(

u(k)
)−1 J

(

u(k)
)Tr
(

u(k)
)

. (3.49)

Since the calculation of the inverse of HessianH−1 is highly complex, there are many vari-

ations to approximate the inverse of Hessian matrix H−1. Most famous Hessian matrixes

are summarized in Table 3.1.22 If the residual term is ignored in the equation (3.43), or

Gauss-Newton method is used, then the iteration step s can calculated by

s =
(

J(k)
)−1(b(k) − A(k)u(k)

)

. (3.50)

This algebraic linearization also can be accomplished by PDE level directly. A specific

linearization to solve nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation is discussed in the next sub-

section.
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3.3.3 Linearized Poisson-Boltzmann Equation

Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation is used for calculating the electrostatic potential from

distributions of charged particles. PB equation of dimensionless form is

− ϵ∇2ϕ =
∑

i

zici (3.51)

with the concentration of the i-th charged particle

ci = exp(µ̄i − ziϕ) (3.52)

where µ̄i is the electrochemical or total chemical potential, zi is the charge valency. ϵ is

dielectric constant of medium, ϕ is electrostatic potential. ci is a function of ϕ exponen-

tially, then this PB equation is not linear. Therefore, most PB equations have no analytical

solution,23 and should be solved numerically.

The exact electrostatic potential ϕ∗ can be approximated around a certain solution ϕ(k),

then the electrostatic potential and the concentration become

ϕ∗ = ϕ(k) + s+O(δ2) (3.53)

c∗i = c
(k)
i − zic

(k)
i s+O(δ2). (3.54)

By rearrangement of equations (3.51) – (3.54), a new linear equation as a function of s can

be obtained,

− ϵ∇2s+
∑

i

z2i c
(k)
i s =

∑

i

zic
(k)
i + ϵ∇2ϕ(k). (3.55)

After discretization of the equation (3.55), the linearized PB equation becomes the same

form of the equation (3.50),

J(k)s = b(k) − A(k)u(k) (3.56)

which is derived from the algebraic level. Recalling the equation (3.35), the discretized

a(ϕ, v) of −ϵ∇2ϕ(k) is A(k)u(k), and the discretized L(v) of
∑

i zic
(k)
i is b(k).

Gummel first suggested the linearized PB equation to solve a semiconductor problem

in 1964.24 s was calculated from the known solution ϕ(k) instead of the exact solution ϕ∗,
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then the next (k + 1)-th solution ϕ(k+1) was induced by ϕ(k+1) = ϕ(k) + s. From these

iterations, the solution can be converged to the exact solution ϕ∗,

ϕ∗ = lim
k→∞

ϕ(k). (3.57)
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Chapter 4*

Structural Analysis by AFM and SEM

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has been employed to examine the mor-

phology of mouse spermatozoa with submicron resolution. Contact mode

AFM imaging was performed to obtain optimized topographic images of

the natural surface structures of untreated mouse spermatozoa. Simple

spermatozoa preparation protocol is employed to investigate the sperm

in 3D with scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In normal air condi-

tion, AFM images of the surface structures of fixed mouse sperm clearly

visualize all the anatomical features of sub-cellular surface structures on

fixed, rapidly prepared, intact mouse spermatozoa. Unlike with AFM im-

ages, the focused electron beam of SEM for zooming-in caused damages

on spermatozoa surface. The ultrastructural investigation also identified

a new possible structure, named end knob in end piece region which could

have a role in propulsion. Consequently, the convenient AFM imaging

with minimized sample preparation proved its values for studying struc-

tural abnormalities of sperms. Morphological alterations and their ef-

fects on infertility could be understood by identifying structural abnor-

malities of spermatozoa.

*This chapter is prepared to submit under the title of “Ultra-structural AFM investigation of mouse sperm

gives new insight in sperm fertilization.”
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4.1 Introduction

The mammalian spermatozoon, or sperm has a complex structure; it consisted of three

parts, head, middle piece and tail. The middle piece stores energy in mitochondria and

provides the energy for the tail to move. The sperm head contains acrosome and nucleus,

which contains a half set of chromosomes.1 Spermatozoa are initially non-motile as they

enter the caput epididymis from seminiferous tubules. Spermatozoa move slowly to cauda

epididymis and undergo maturation for about 2 to 3 months and acquire the ability to swim

forward and to fertilize an egg. The spermatozoa from the caput and the cauda are employed

in this study.1

The evaluation of sperm morphology is important in breeding soundness exam in any

species. The size and shape of the head, midpiece, and tail are examined in most cases. The

abnormal sperms are always found, but when the percentage of abnormal sperms becomes

excessive, fertility decreases.2 The anatomic side of the defect is mainly inspected by optical

microscopy. An eosin-nigrosin staining, so-called live-dead staining or toluidine blue stain-

ing is mainly used in microscopy inspection.3 In addition, differential interference contrast

(DIC) microscopy without staining is also used to inspect sperms after glutaraldehyde fixa-

tion.4 However, all of these visualization techniques are inadequate for detailed inspection

because of poor resolution. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has been suggested as an

alternative, but the complex, time-consuming, and harsh sample preparation prevent its us-

age in everyday practice. On the other hand, scanning probe microscopy (SPM) techniques

demonstrated its potential to probe the physical and chemical properties of nanoscale ma-

terials since its invention in 1981.5–8 Among SPMs, atomic force microscopy (AFM) and

scanning ion-conductance microscopy (SICM) are uniquely capable of imaging biologi-

cal samples under physiological conditions. Even though operating AFM in liquid is not

suitable for routine sperm inspection and the resolution of measurement in liquid is not

as high as the resolution of measurement performed in air,9 AFM has been optimized for

over 30 years in measurement in the ambient condition enough to perform routine sperm

inspection.10 The convenient AFM imaging with minimized sample preparation of sperm,

high-resolution and 3D construction can provide invaluable analysis not only in research
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but the infertility test in the hospital. The ultrastructural investigation of spermatozoa by

AFM identifies the possible new structure which could have an important role in increas-

ing propulsion efficiency of sperm. The quick protocol to prepare sperm samples for AFM

inspection is also introduced in ‘Materials and Methods’ section.

4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

All images were obtained using a commercial XE-100 AFM (Park Systems, Korea)

under ambient conditions. AFM system has an XY flat scanner 50 µm× 50 µm and a sep-

arate AFM head with 14 µm Z scanner. Before AFM imaging, air dried samples on a glass

slide were surveyed using 10X objective equipped on XE-100 (M Plan Apo 10X, Mitutoyo,

Japan). Once the target is determined, then the AFM cantilever approaches and scans to

generate 3D topography of the sperm. The whole process took about 15 minutes to gen-

erate one AFM image. Silicon nitride cantilevers (DNP-S, Bruker, USA) with a typical

resonance frequency of 56 kHz, a spring constant of 0.24Nm−1, and a typical tip radius of

10 nm were used to image sperms in ambient conditions. AFM imaging was performed in

contact mode at a scan frequency of 0.3Hz to 1Hz with an applied minimal loading force

of 100 pN and optimized feedback parameters. The images presented in this chapter are

contact mode images. The resolution of all original AFM images was 256× 256 pixels per

image. The images were flattened and analyzed by using the XEI software program (Park

Systems, Korea). The images presented in this chapter are topographical (Figure 4.1c, and

Figure 4.3) and deflection (Figure 4.1b,d, Figure 4.2, and Figure 4.4) images. The deflec-

tion images were generated at the same time with topographical images by error signal of

the AFM cantilever. The bigger AFM images than 50 µm, shown in Figure 4.1b-d, and

Figure 4.2, were made by manually stitching deflection images and topographical images

using Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems, USA).

4.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

After AFM imaging, some of the specimens were prepared for SEM imaging. Samples

for SEM imaging were already air dried for AFM imaging. This was followed by mounting
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on aluminum stubs, coating with platinum-palladium in an ion coater, and observation in a

field emission SEM (S-4300SE/N, Hitachi High-Technologies, Japan) using an acceleration

potential of 15 kV at different magnifications.

4.2.3 Preparation of Epididymis Spermatozoa

Completely reproductive postnatal 8 weeks ICR (institute of cancer research) male mice

were euthanized by CO2 asphyxiation, and the epididymis was removed at room tempera-

ture. Cauda epididymis was submerged in modified sperm washing medium (Irvine Scien-

tific, USA) and the spermatozoa were collected by gentle squeezing out the epididymis with

forceps. The spermatozoa from caput epididymis were also collected by the same procedure

for comparison. The collected spermatozoa were transferred to a conical tube, incubated at

37 ◦C for 15 minutes, and then the active spermatozoa located in the top fraction in the tube

were again collected. The epididymal fluid was removed from spermatozoa by centrifuga-

tion at 550 g for 10 minutes. The spermatozoa were fixed with 1% paraformaldehyde and

1% glutaraldehyde mixture, and deposited on a glass slide for air drying. Dried samples

were carefully washed out with distilled water several times to remove residual salt and dirt

for better imaging. All animal experiments were performed in accordance with the guide

for care and use of laboratory animals at Hanyang University and Nanyang Technological

University.

4.3 Results

AFM images show detailed 3D structures of mouse spermatozoa with high-resolution,

which is only achievable with SEM before. AFM can image samples right after placing

spermatozoa on a glass slide and air drying, compared with complex sample preparation

involving fixation, drying, metal coating and imaging in vacuum condition of SEM. Topo-

graphical and deflection images can be obtained simultaneously, and those can be compared

and overlaid on the optical images as shown in Figure 4.1.

The 3D topography images of AFM are presented as a map of differently colored pixels,

with a color bar relating the color to a height on the left side of the images. The color bar
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Figure 4.1 Optical view and AFM images of a mouse spermatozoon. (a) Optical view indicates that

the AFM cantilever is approaching the air-dried mouse spermatozoa sample. (b) Four deflection

(error signal) high-resolution images of AFM were stitched and overlaid on the low resolution op-

tical view produced by a 10X objective. (c) Stitched 3D topographical AFM images. (d) Stitched

deflection AFM images.
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Figure 4.2 The stitched high-resolution AFM image in deflection mode of a mouse spermatozoon..

The major domains on the sperm head are the acrosomal region and the postacrosomal region. They

are separated from each other by the subacrosomal ring. The acrosomal region can be further sub-

divided into the anterior acrosome region (acrosomal cap) and the equatorial segment. The sperm

head is connecting to the middle piece via neck structure (sky blue arrow). The plasma membrane

of the sperm tail consists of the middle piece, the principal piece, and the end piece. On the principal

piece, zipper structure is visible in the AFM image, and the end piece shows unidentified structure

we named end knob (sky blue arrow.)

of the topographical image indicates that the height of the spermatozoa imaged with AFM

is approximately 1 µm (Figure 4.1c). Figure 4.1d represents deflection images which are

equivalent to a map of the slope of the sample. AFM makes images as the tip deflects

when it encounters sample topography which is also called error signal of AFM. Hence

this deflection image enhances the height variation of samples. Even though the z-scale

in deflection is meaningless in terms of the sample structure, a deflection image usually

displays the shape of the sample more easily.

The detailed anatomical structure can be distinguished in the stitched AFM images of

a mouse spermatozoon as shown in Figure 4.2. The acrosomal region with anterior acro-

some, equatorial segment, and the postacrosomal region separated by a subacrosomal ring
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of the sperm head are clearly visible. The connecting neck structure with sky blue arrow

between head and midpiece looks like an accordion in AFM images which is usually not

clear and easy to be overlooked in SEM picture. Zipper structure appears as a double row

of intramembranous particles running longitudinally within the plasma membrane of the

principal piece which is usually observed in freeze-fracture SEM.11 The zoomed in picture

of the end piece shows the unidentified structure and named end knob from hence.

The deflection mode shows detailed anatomical structures because the movement of

cantilever is sensitive to the structural changes, but it cannot be used in the dimensional

measurement. On the other hand, the subtle and detailed structural changes are quite dif-

ficult to be identified because it became obscured by bigger structures, but topographical

images contain 3D information and provide a dimensional value at the location of interest.

Figure 4.3a profile indicates that the height of the dried spermatozoon head is about 500 nm

which is about 400 nm lower than the head of the hydrated condition (data not shown). Fig-

ure 4.3b shows the principal piece with zipper structure with approximately 160 nm height

and 700 nm width. Figure 4.3c shows the area where the principal piece connects to the end

piece. It is easily distinguished between principal and end piece by its size difference. The

profiles of Figure 4.3 show that the tail tapered to the end. The high-resolution picture of

Figure 4.3d displays cone shaped end knob at the end of the tail.

In order to be sure of the existence of the end knob structure, spermatozoa separated

from caput and cauda were examined with AFM and SEM. Not all of spermatozoa demon-

strate end knob structure as found in Figure 4.4. Also, the electron beam of SEM is quite

destructive compared to the AFM imaging technique. Arrows in SEM images indicate the

damages caused by the electron beam of SEM. The end knob structure has not been reported

before because it could be quite fragile compared to the other structures and it is easily dam-

aged by electron beam or even with force exerted by AFM tip. However, the results in this

chapter demonstrate that AFM is less destructive than SEM on imaging fragile biological

samples.

Further to verify whether the end knob is a physiologically meaningful structure or it
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Figure 4.3 The topographical image of AFM gives profiles of detailed sperm structures.
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Figure 4.4 Spermatozoa from caput and cauda were examined by AFM and SEM. The arrows indi-

cate damages caused by the electron beam of the SEM.

Figure 4.5 End knob structure statistics among 45 mouse spermatozoa. Spermatozoa from cauda

have more end knob structure compared with caput.
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happens due to the sample preparation or AFM imaging artifact, 45 mouse spermatozoa

from caput and cauda were inspected in Figure 4.5 after discarding abnormal shaped or

severe damaged spermatozoa. Among 45 spermatozoa from caput, only 4 spermatozoa

show end knob like structure, and it was not clearly observed in the other 41 spermatozoa.

However, among spermatozoa from cauda, 12 out of 45 spermatozoa were appeared to have

end knob structure. Spermatozoa from cauda have 17.8%more end knob structure than the

one from caput.

4.4 Discussion

Themale partners of four couples among ten infertile couples are the sole or a contribut-

ing cause of infertility.12 In order to determine if a man is infertile, doctors conduct a semen

analysis, which is also called a sperm test. A semen analysis measures three major factors

of sperm health: number of sperm, the shape of sperm and mobility of sperm.2 The sperm

morphology may be correlated with a man’s fertility potential,2 but it has not been demon-

strated the direct correlation between the morphology and the ability to conceive in natural

condition. However, it is easily surmised that the importance of the sperm morphology in

male fertility from the fact that the percentage of abnormal sperm is higher in the male in-

fertility cases.13 Currently, one of the best visualization methods is the high magnification

sperm inspection technique used for intracytoplasmic morphologically selected sperm in-

jection for in vitro fertilization which is using high magnification differential interference

contrast (DIC) microscopy with oil emergent 100X objective described by Bartoov et al.14

However, the method has still low resolution to fully inspect spermatozoa. This optical

method only provides head size, head shape, the mid-piece number of vacuoles as well as

the ratio between head size and size of the vacuoles. Detailed inspection of the anatomy of

spermatozoa is severely limited with the optical method. SEMmay provide high-resolution

information, but the complex sample preparation hinders its use for daily inspection even

without the fact that the electron beam for high-resolution imaging easily damages the frag-

ile biological structure. Figure 4.1 demonstrates that AFM could be a simple solution for

high-resolution sperm morphological test. After the isolation of spermatozoa, the sample

can be smeared on a slide glass, washed and dried in 10 minutes for AFM imaging. Al-
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though sample preparation for mouse spermatozoa AFM inspection has been optimized in

this work, sample preparation for human spermatozoa, which may not be different much,

should be optimized for the medical infertility test.

The high-resolution AFM inspection identifies detailed anatomical structures of mouse

spermatozoa as seen in Figure 4.2. The AFM investigation of spermatozoa not only con-

firmed previously identified structures by scanning electron microscopy, but also lead to the

anatomical structures which have never been investigated or explained before. The AFM

image shows the detailed structure of connecting neck between head and midpiece. The

accordion shaped structure may ensure the flexible movement of the head. Since the head

shape of the mouse sperm is quite different from human sperm, this particular structure may

not be similar. The unidentified structure at the end of the tail was found and named as end

knob since it resembles the structure at the grip of the baseball bat or door knob. Unlike any

other optical microscopy and SEM, the AFM topography image provides 3D profiles with

dimensional values. The end knob structure demonstrated approximately twice the height

(about 80 nm) compared to the end piece (about 40 nm).

The end knob could be the evolutionary structure which could help spermatozoa to

propel toward an egg. If the end knob structure is for propulsion, it could form in the

last stage of maturation. Since it is commonly believed that spermatozoa acquire their

maturity while passing the epididymis,15 the spermatozoa from cauda epididymis should

have a distinct end knob structure compared to the one from caput epididymis. The result

from AFM and SEM examination of epididymal spermatozoa shows the existence of the

end knob structure but not in all of spermatozoa as shown in Figure 4.4. The end knob

structure was identified in only a quarter of spermatozoa in AFM images and even much

less in SEM images. The end knob structure was quite small with only few hundred nm so it

could be easily damaged by the electron beam of SEM and a probe of AFM.AFMwas better

in imaging such delicate structures but it also easily damages the structures when the force

applied by the probe was not carefully controlled. Therefore, it was not easy to determine

exact proportion of spermatozoa with an end knob structure. Since there is no better way to

visualize the end knob structure, AFM was utilized to count the spermatozoa with the end
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knob structure from caput and cauda epididymis separately as displayed in Figure 4.5. More

end knob structures from the spermatozoa of cauda epididymis were found than the one of

caput epididymis. The result may suggest the possibility that the spermatozoon acquires an

end knob structure at the end of maturation. However, the sample preparation and AFM

imaging need to be more optimized, and more samples should be investigated to be certain,

because one paper reported there is no significant difference in live sperm in different parts

of epididymis in respect of containing protoplasmic droplets.16
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Chapter 5*

Dimensional Comparison between AFM and SICM

The growing range of scanning probe microscopy (SPM) applications for

atomic force microscopy (AFM) in biological sciences indicates the de-

mand for tools in understanding the fundamental physics of biological

systems. However, the complexity associated with applying SPM tech-

niques for biomedical research overshadows its usefulness. In recent

times, the development of scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM)

has overcome these limitations and enabled contact-free, high-resolution

imaging of live biological specimens. This work demonstrates the limi-

tation of AFM imaging of biological samples in liquid caused by AFM

tip-sample interaction artifact, and how SICM imaging could overcome

those limitations with contact-free scanning. Compared to AFM, a better

fit of the SICM measurement with the actual dimension of the biological

samples is demonstrated. The results indicate that the superior SICM

imaging capability enables SICM to become widely adopted as a general

and versatile research tool for biological studies in nanoscale.

*This chapter published substantially as Kim, J.; Choi, M.; Jung, G.-E.; Ferhan, A. R.; Cho, N.-J.; Cho, S.-J.

Dimensional comparison between amplitudemodulation atomic force microscopy and scanning ion conduc-

tance microscopy of biological samples. Jpn. J. of Appl. Phys. 2016, 55, 08NB18.
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5.1 Introduction

Among various scanning probe microscopy (SPM) techniques, atomic force mi-

croscopy (AFM) has been widely utilized for biological studies since its invention because

of its feasibility to be operated in vacuum, air and even liquid.1,2 However, the sharp tips

used in AFM easily interacts with the adhesive and soft nature of the biological surface,

often causing it to drag and damage soft biological tissues.3,4

To overcome these technical difficulties, a particular variation of SPM known as scan-

ning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) was employed. SICM was first developed by

Hansma et al. in 19895 and widely tested its biological applications in Korchev’s group.6–9

The measurement principle of SICM is based on monitoring changes in ion conductance

via a glass nanopipette between two electrodes.10–12 The pipette functions as an AFM tip

where the monitored ion current signal is modulated by the gap between the sample surface

and the tip apex for feedback control of the pipette-sample distance.13 The SICM device

positions a scanning nanopipette7,8 at a certain distance above the sample (i.e., typically

within the tip diameter range)14 and follows topographical changes of the sample without

making any physical contact.

Over the years, sensitivity and stability of SICM have been improved with the de-

velopment of various vertical approach methods such as hopping,15 backstep,16,17 stand-

ing approach,18 and approach-retract-scanning (ARS) methods.13,19 The advantage of the

vertical approach lies in its ability to decouple lateral and vertical motions of the pipette,

thereby minimizing potential tip-sample interactions and leading to more accurate dimen-

sional measurements. This study compares the dimensional measurements of AFM and

SICM images to describe AFM artifacts and advantages of SICM imaging technique.

5.2 Materials and Methods

5.2.1 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

AFM images were obtained with a commercial SPM (XE-Bio System, Park Systems,

Korea). This system has an SPM system on the stage of an inverted optical microscope
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(TE2000, Nikon, Japan). The SPM system has an 100 µm× 100 µm XY scanner and an

AFM or SICM head with a 25 µm Z scanner.

All AFM images in this chapter were obtained with amplitude modulation AFM mode

both in the air and the liquid environments. For a direct comparison between AFM and

SICM, AFM images were taken by raster scanning and ARS method. The raster scanning

method has been typically used in AFM measurement which drags the tip maintaining the

tip-sample distance in a given value. The corresponding ARS method in AFM is known

as hopping mode,20,21 force mapping mode,22 and pulsed force mode.23 The force mapping

method is usually operated in contact mode AFM, but all AFM results reported in this work

are from the amplitude modulation technique in order to keep the loading forces as low as

possible.

The cantilevers used were Biolever-mini (rectangular cantilever with typical spring con-

stant of 0.1Nm−1 and resonance frequency of about 110 kHz, Olympus, Japan) for colla-

gen fibrils and PNP-TR (triangle cantilever with typical spring constant of 0.32Nm−1 and

resonance frequency of about 67 kHz, NanoWorld, Switzerland) for fibroblast cells. The

free oscillation amplitude and setpoint of air dried collagen fibrils were 21 nm and 7 nm,

respectively. Those parameters of the collagen immersed in saline were 16 nm and 10 nm

for raster scanning and 12 nm and 4 nm for ARS with 28 kHz operating frequency, respec-

tively. The fibroblast cell image was taken with 37 nm free oscillation frequency, 2 nm

setpoint and 20 kHz operating frequency.

5.2.2 Scanning Ion-Conductance Microscopy (SICM)

SICM images were obtained with the same SPM platform after the head was exchanged

for SICM imaging. SICM Probe, nanopipettes were pulled from borosilicate capillaries of

1.0mm outside diameter, 0.58mm inside diameter (Warner Instruments, CT) using a P-

2000 CO2 laser puller (Sutter Instrument, CA). Fabricated nanopipette tips have an inner

diameter of 100 nm typically with laser puller pulling parameters: HEAT 265, FIL 4, VEL

30, DEL 225, PUL 150. One Ag/AgCl electrode located in bulk bath solution serves as

the reference electrode for all applied potentials. A separate Ag/AgCl electrode was placed
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inside the nanopipette tip and biased in order to generate ion current through the tip. For the

feedback signal, the ion current was amplified with an analog current-to-voltage converter.

Prior to measurement and imaging, the bias potential at the nanopipette was set to

−150mV, which roughly corresponded to 0.8 nA current. In the present study, images

were primarily obtained in the ARS method with 99% setpoint.

5.2.3 Edge-enhanced coloring

All images in this chapter are displayed twice with two different color schemes; gray-

scaled and edge-enhanced. Gray-scaled images from four different imaging conditions

have the same color scale to compare the height differences among the conditions. Edge-

enhanced images show more stereoscopic features than gray-scaled images. In the edge-

enhanced image, the topographical information is reflected in red channel. The gradient of

the topography is colored in blue channel reversely so that smoother surfaces are appeared

as bluer, and edges as darker. The gradient is obtained by Sobel filter. The green channel

reflects both of topography and gradient evenly.

5.2.4 Buffer Solution

Deionized water (resistivity: 18.2MΩcm at 25 ◦C) was obtained from a Milli-Q water

(Millipore, MA) and used to prepare all buffer solutions. Phosphate buffered saline (PBS;

10m phosphate buffer, 137m sodium chloride, and 2.7m potassium chloride) was

used as the standard electrolyte solution for the SICM measurements. The nanopipette tip

and petri dish used in experiments were also filled with PBS solution.

5.2.5 Collagen Fibrils

Collagen fibrils were obtained from the tail tendon of Wistar rats and stored in physio-

logical saline with 1% to 10% tymol (2-isopropyl-5-methylphenol) at 4 ◦C for a minimum

of one day. A small piece of the tendon was then stretched on the surface and air dried

overnight, followed by immersion of the sample in physiological saline (NaCl) or phos-

phate buffer saline (PBS) before AFM and SICM imaging.
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5.2.6 Fibroblast Cells

COS-7 cells were cultured in a petri dish (20035, SPL Lifescience, Korea) for 24 hours

before the experiment in order to promote cell adhesion. It was fixedwith 4% formaldehyde

for 2 hours prior experiment and observed by AFM and SICM.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Imaging Collagen Fibrils

The capabilities of AFM and SICM to image collagen fibrils were compared in Fig-

ure 5.1. The air-dried collagen fibrils were prepared and imaged first using amplitude-

modulation AFMwith raster scanning (i.e., scanning in line-by-line with the AFM tip mov-

ing back and forth). It showed the supertwisted structure having dimensions of 140 nm in

height and 370 nm in width. The width was taken at 50 nm height from the baseline.

When the collagen fibril was immersed in saline, it billowed; the height and width

increased to 200 nm and 530 nm, respectively. The use of raster scanning indicated the

inclusion of tip artifact. When the ARS method was employed to minimize lateral artifacts,

the width decreased by 100 nm to 430 nm. Even so, the height-to-width ratio still remained

at about 1:2, indicating the persistent presence of tip artifacts.

On the other hand, by using SICM with ARS, the dimensions were 340 nm and 410 nm

in height and width, respectively. It is a good indicator that the height-to-width ratio is close

to 1:1 because collagen fibrils are supertwisted of microfibrils,24,25 and this supports that

the SICM measurement of the collagen shows the actual dimensions quite well.

Figure 5.2 demonstrates the line profile comparison of AFM and SICM imaging of the

collagen intersection. D-periodic spacing of the dried collagen can be observed in the edge

enhanced image (Figure 5.2a’) and the scanning electron microscopy image (Figure 5.2f),

and the characteristic length is 67 nm in this work.25 A small protrusion indicated as point

1 in Figure 5.2e began appearing even in the raster scanning AFM image, but it is not

obvious. In comparison, the AFM ARS and SICM images show the apparent contrast of
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Figure 5.1 Comparison of AFM and SICM imaging capabilities of collagen fibrils. (a) Air dried

collagen fibril on a petri dish was first imaged via AFM with raster scanning. The same sample

immersed in saline; (b) was imaged via AFM with raster scanning, (c) was imaged via AFM with

the approach and retract scanning (ARS) to minimize lateral artifact, and (d) was imaged via SICM

with ARS. (a’-d’) are edge-enhanced corresponding images in order to show the detailed structure.

(e) Height profiles of cross-section A-A’ of each image. (f) Measured height and width values for

each profile.
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Figure 5.2 Line profile comparison of AFM and SICM imaging of the collagen intersection. (a)

was air dried, (b-d) were immersed in saline collagen sample. (a) and (b) were imaged via AFM

with raster scanning, (c) was imaged via AFM with ARS, and (d) was imaged via SICM with ARS.

(a’-d’) are edge-enhanced corresponding images showing the detailed structure. (e) Height profiles

of cross-section A-A’ of each image. (f) Scanning electron microscopy image of the same collagen

fibril.
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the protrusion even in corresponding images. The point 2 also clearly shows that the only

SICM displays the deformation of the lower collagen from the strain of the upper collagen,

and how each imaging mode could greatly affect the dimensional measurement.

5.3.2 Imaging a Cell

Figure 5.3 demonstrates AFM and SICM images of a fixed fibroblast cell. Unlike col-

lagen fibrils, a fibroblast cell showed a higher degree of interaction between the AFM tip

and the sample surface, even in a fixed condition. It was impossible to image the cell via

raster scanning in AFM due to too much artifact.

Therefore, ARS was adopted to measure the height in pixel by pixel with minimized

lateral disturbance both via AFM and SICM. However, even with minimized interactions,

stretch marks were still visible in the fast scanning direction in AFM. Although ARS did

not involve a lateral dragging force, AFM tip still applied vertical downward force on the

sample so that the normal force deformed soft sample. In addition, outlines of the fibroblast

cell were not distinct in AFM images (red arrows in Figure 5.3). On the other hand, SICM

was capable of imaging the fibroblast three dimensionally without any noticeable artifact,

and detailed structures on the cell surface were identifiable when certain areas were zoomed

in. Line profile comparison of AFM and SICM images in Figure 5.3e also shows how the

AFM tip could have exerted a downward force on the cell membrane causing the cell to

appear smaller than its actual size.

The both AFM and SICM line profiles were processed with the zero height point at

the around 16 µm position. The height of the fibroblast obtained in AFM was about 5 µm,

which was significantly lower than the SICM measurement of about 9 µm.

5.4 Conclusions

In recent years, the SPM technique has become an increasingly versatile tool in the bi-

ological studies, especially in addressing critical questions associated with biological sur-

faces. Indeed, the biological surface and interface supports a wide range of biological pro-
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Figure 5.3 AFM and SICM images of fixed fibroblast. (a), (a’) and (b) were obtained via AFMARS

method. The tip-sample interaction artifact was manifested as stretch marks in the direction of the

fast scan. (c), (c’) and (d) were obtained from SICM ARS method. (a’) and (c’) are edge-enhanced

images. (b) and (d) are edge-enhanced zoomed in images corresponding to areas bound by the white

dotted boxes in (a’) and (c’), respectively. (e) Line profile comparison of AFM and SICM images

along to the line A-A’. The line profile comparison suggested that the downward force applied in

AFM is greater than in SICM.
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cesses such as transport, cellular recognition, and signal transduction, to name a few. With

the capability to study these structures and their respective functions in a contact-free liquid

format with nanoscale resolution, there are many opportunities for the SPM technique to

improve on current measurement capabilities in the biomedical sciences.26–28

The present study shows the capability of AFM and SICM for imaging different types

of biological samples in a liquid environment. There have been many reports showcas-

ing AFM and SICM images separately, but few on the comparison of the two types of

images.19,29,30 However, there has been no reports comparing amplitude-modulation AFM

with the vertical approach method and SICM performed on the same sample. This work

shows how different AFM and SICM imaging modes can affect the dimensional measure-

ment of the sample.

Although there have been plenty of reports involving AFM images used for dimensional

measurement of various biological samples, many did not consider artifacts arising from the

tip-sample interactions. AFM measurement varies quite dramatically upon changes in the

bulk and local environment, type of cantilever used as well as imaging mode. Therefore,

for the determination of actual dimensions, AFM tip artifacts must be taken into account.

However, SICM can be utilized for obtaining contact-free images of the surface to-

pography of biological samples, and it minimizes the alteration of the dimensional mea-

surement. SICM conducted in ARS mode is especially powerful for imaging samples with

steep slopes.15 The lateral resolution of ARS mode SICM is estimated about 150 nm in this

work, and it is dependent on the pipette radius.31 The resolution of SICM could affect the

dimensional measurement, but the measurement changes correlate with pipette radius reg-

ularly (data not shown). The minimized error associated with SICM imaging opens up the

possibility of using it as a quantitative tool to measure dimensions of biological samples.

While image resolution is still better in AFM than in SICM for some samples, an obvious

advantage of the latter lies in the ability to obtain images contact-free. As such, SICM

is an excellent tool for observing live cells and non-fixed soft samples. Taken together,

SICM imaging, especially when conducted in ARS mode, is expected to be useful for ob-
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taining images that reveal the actual three-dimensional topography of biological samples

with accurate dimensions.

There are many important applications in the biomedical sciences where a balance

among imaging resolution, a method of sample preparation, and a measurement principle

must be achieved in order to effectively probe the surfaces of live biological samples. The

imaging capabilities of SICM lend the technique significant potential to meet this balance

and reveal physiologically relevant insights for clinical diagnosis, molecular toxicology,

and pharmaceutical drug development.
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Chapter 6*

Mechanical Property Measurement by AFM and SICM

Cell fixation is a necessary step to preserve cell samples for a wide range

of biological assays involving histochemical and cytochemical analysis.

Paraformaldehyde (PFA) has been commonly used as a cross-linking fix-

ation agent. It has been empirically recognized in a standard protocol

that the PFA concentration CPFA for the cell fixation is 4%. However,

it is still not clear how the conventional protocol of CPFA is optimized.

Here, the detailed process of cell fixation as a function of CPFA in terms

of mechanical properties is investigated. The Young’s modulusE of cells

and the apparent fluctuation amplitude am of apical cell membrane were

almost constant in a lower CPFA < 0.1% and the same as the untreated

cells. In an intermediate CPFA between 0.1% and 4%, E was dramati-

cally increased and am was abruptly decreased, indicating that cells be-

gin to fix at CPFA = ca. 0.1%. Moreover, these quantities were un-

changed in a higher CPFA > 4%, indicating that the cell fixation is

stabilized at CPFA = ca. 4%, which corresponds to the empirical con-

centration of cell fixation optimized in a biological protocol. These re-

sults suggest that the mechanical property of cells probed by scanning

probe microscopy could be a useful measurement to quantitatively esti-

mate the validity of various biological protocols and techniques such as

fixation processes.
*This chapter published substantially as Kim, S.-O.†; Kim, J.†; Okajima, T.; Cho, N.-J. Mechanical proper-

ties of paraformaldehyde-treated individual cells investigated by atomic force microscopy and scanning ion

conductance microscopy. Nano Convergence 2017, 4, 5. († denotes equal contribution)
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6.1 Introduction

Cell fixation is an essential process for histology analyses in the clinical diagnosis. The

main purpose of cell fixation is to preserve cells or cellular components as lifelike-state.

Typically, when cells are degraded or dehydrated, cell components, such as protein, mem-

brane, and intracellular structures can also get altered or degraded.1 Additionally, the cell

surface structure collapses and diffuses away during the antibody incubations and washing

steps. However, cell fixation can prevent unexpected changes, and chemical and physical

characteristics of cells can be observed consistently. Furthermore, cell fixation provides

an efficient approach for immunostaining by allowing the antibodies to access intracellular

structures.2

Among various fixation agents for cross-linking cell membrane and cytoplasmic pro-

tein, paraformaldehyde (PFA) is one of the most widely used chemical agents for cell and

even tissue samples.1–3 Generally, PFA causes covalent cross-links between molecules, ef-

fectively gluing them together into an insoluble meshwork so that mechanical properties

of cell surface changes. Previous studies reported that the cell surface could be hardened

after fixative treatment.4–7 Also comparing with an unfixed cell, mechanical properties of

a fixed cell is more uniform on the entire cell surface.8 However, there is no systematic

assessment of correlation between changes in mechanical properties of live and fixed cells.

The understanding of the detailed process of cell fixation in various states from live cells

to completely fixed cells will provide optimized cell fixation protocol.

This study investigates the mechanical properties of cell surface structures as a function

of PFA concentration CPFA by scanning probe microscopy (SPM) such as atomic force

microscopy (AFM) and scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) by measuring the

elastic modulus and the surface fluctuation amplitude, respectively, of cells in both living

and fixed states. SICM uses ion current passing through the probe, nanopipette, to gener-

ate the feedback signal. This means, theoretically, there is no physical contact or damage

between the SICM nanopipette and the sample surface. Since AFM is a force-based tech-

nique, nonzero forces are typically encountered during imaging, even in non-contact and
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tapping mode.9,10 These forces increase the probability of damage to or deformation of soft

and fragile features of biological samples.11,12 However, AFM has a powerful method for

sensitive force measurements, force spectroscopy.13 Force spectroscopy is used for inves-

tigating mechanical properties of samples. Force-distance plot shows the sample changes

as its loading force.14,15 In AFM force spectroscopy, the cantilever and the tip are moved

directly towards the sample until they are in contact, then retracted again, so that the inter-

action force between the tip and the sample is measured.16

In here, mouse fibroblast as L929 cell was used for observing cell responses along

with various PFA concentration CPFA. To estimate the changes of the cell surface due to

PFA treatment, SICM imaging mode and ion current-distance (I-D) mode were performed.

The cell surface morphology changes can be monitored using SICM imaging mode and

fluctuation of cell surface can also be determined by I-D mode.17,18 The Young’s modulus,

which is one of the most important mechanical properties, of each cell was performed by

AFM force spectroscopy.7,19 The direct comparison of biological and physical changes of

cells due toCPFA was carried out. Based on the sequential concentration of PFA, they have

different roles and present different cell behaviors depending on concentration. To allow

appropriate and reproducible result, the live cell chamber was used for all measurements.

6.2 Materials and Methods

6.2.1 L929 Cells and Viability Assay

L929 fibroblast cells (ATCC, US) were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium

(DMEM, Invitrogen, US) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Thermo Fisher

Scientific, US) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Invitrogen Life Technique, US) at 37 ◦C

temperature in humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2. The cells with the density of

104mL−1 on a 35mm diameter cell culture petri dish (NUNC, Denmark) were washed with

phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Sigma-Aldrich, US) three times and then treated with dif-

ferent PFA solutions (10−5%, 10−4%, 0.1%, 1%, 4%, 8% and 10%) for 5minutes. Before

AFM and SICM experiments, the treated cell samples were washed three times again with

PBS.
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To evaluate the viability of PFA-treated cells, a LIVE/DEAD® Viability/Cytotoxici-

ty Kit (L3224; Invitrogen, US) was used. Briefly, the PFA treated cells were immediately

incubated using the live and dead stain fluorescence dye for 10 minutes. Then the final 2 µ

calcein AM and 4 µ EtD-1 mixture solution were added to the PFA treated cell sample.

For the fluorescence imaging, the commercial fluorescence microscope (Eclipse Ti, Nikon,

Japan) was adopted. In fluorescence images, the green color was used to identify live cells,

and the red color was used to identify dead cells.

6.2.2 SPM Apparatus

A commercial SPM system (NX-Bio, Park Systems, Korea) equipped with an inverted

optical microscope (Nikon, Japan) was employed for AFM and SICM measurement in this

study. All experiments using live cells were performed in the customized live cell chamber.

Live cell chamber (Live Cell Instrument, Korea) provides a specific environment needed for

live cell culture in particular space. In the live cell chamber, it is possible to set the temper-

ature at 37 ◦C, 5% CO2 to maintain 7.4 pH, and around 95% humidity to prevent medium

evaporation. In this environment, live cell imaging by SICM and force spectroscopy by

AFM are possible for a long period with optical monitoring such as phase contrast and

differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy.

6.2.3 Cell Fluctuation Analysis by SICM

SICM imaging and ion current-distance (I-D) curve experiments were performed with

100 nm inner diameter nanopipette which fabricated from borosilicate capillaries (inner

diameter 0.6mm, outer diameter 1.0mm,World Precision Instruments, US) using CO2 laser

pipette puller (P-2000, Sutter Instruments, US). SICM cell surface images were obtained in

hopping mode,20 while the cell was being cultured in the live cell chamber. The nanopipette

approached a sample surface until the pre-set threshold, which was 98.8% in this study.

To evaluate the cell fluctuation, Mizutani et al. model was employed.18 This model

proposed the relationship between cell surface fluctuation and I-D curve measurement. The

measured ion current with cell fluctuation is convolution of non-fluctuation ion-current
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relation, I0, and the probability of fluctuation, P ,

⟨I(z − z0, δzs)⟩ =
∫ ∞

−∞

I0(z − zs)P (zs − z0, δzs) dzs . (6.1)

The ⟨·⟩ represents the expectation or the measured value. z and zs are the absolute position
of the pipette and the sample. z0 and δzs are the average position and the deviation of the

sample fluctuation. The non-fluctuation ion-current relation is well known as the following

form,

I0(z − z0) = Isat

(

1 +
A

z − z0

)−1

(6.2)

where Isat is the reference current when the pipette is far enough from the sample surface,

and A is a constant from the pipette geometry.21 If the cell fluctuation obeys the Gaussian

distribution,

P (zs − z0, δzs) =
1

δzs
√
2π

exp

(

−1

2

(

zs − z0

δzs

)2
)

. (6.3)

Sixty I-D curves were performed at the center of cells, and the measured I-D curves were

fitted with the equation (6.3) to identify the fluctuation deviation δzs. Isat and A were

determined experimentally, and Isat = 1 nA and A = 4.9× 10−2 nm in this study.

6.2.4 AFMMeasurements of Young’s Modulus of Cells

The force curve measurements of AFM were performed to estimate the Young’s modu-

lus of cells. A commercial AFMcantilever (Biolevermini, Olympus, Japan) with 0.1Nm−1

of a typical spring constant was used. Since a cantilever with a small spring constant makes

a relatively large deflection for a small force, the cantilever used in this study provides a

reliable data of the cell surface structure. The spring constant of the AFM cantilevers was

calibrated using the thermal vibration method.22 The AFM cantilever was cleaned using

ethanol and exposed to UV for 30 minutes to remove contamination on the AFM cantilever

and tip. More than fifty force-distance curves with 512 data points were measured. The

scan rate of the AFM cantilever and the maximum loading force were set to be 1 µm s−1 to

2 µm s−1 and 3 nN to 8 nN, respectively.

The force curves were analyzed with a Hertz model using XEI, a commercial SPM data

analysis program (Park Systems, Korea). If the AFM tip shape is four-sided pyramid with
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a half cone angle α, so that the force on cantilever F is expressed by

F =
E

1− ν2

tan(α)√
2

δ2 (6.4)

where E is the Young’s moduls, ν is Poisson’s ratio and δ is the indentation value.23,24

In this measurement, The Poisson’s ratio and the cone angle were set to be 0.5 and 35°,

respectively.

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Topographic Images of Live and Fixed L929 Cell using SICM

Figure 6.1 shows the topography of an L929 cell imaged by SICM before and after

treating with 4% PFA, which is the conventional PFA concentration of cell fixation. No

clear difference between the untreated and treated cells on the cell height is observed, but

a small difference in the cell shape. The shapes of cell bodies look almost same in both

images. The heights of the live and the fixed cell bodies are very similar. The live cell shows

amaximum height of 2.5 µm (Figure 6.1c), the corresponding height in 4% PFA treated cell

appears around 2.5 µm (Figure 6.1d). However, the PFA-treated cells are slightly shrunken

so that the cell adhesive area and the cell volume were lower than those of the untreated

cell: the measured cell area and volumes are 910 µm, and 770 µm3 in the live cell and

880 µm (3.5% lower) and 720 µm3 (7.4% lower) in the 4% PFA treated cell. Furthermore,

the roughness of cell surface is larger in the treated cells. This is probably due to the cell

shrinkage and the aggregated structures of cell surface protein.

6.3.2 Surface Fluctuations of Untreated and PFA-treated Cells

The I-D curves of the cell surface with various CPFA were monitored. To estimate cell

surface fluctuation, the measurement time of the I-D curve was about one second which

means only a few nanometer surface dynamic morphological changes on the cell surface.18

Figure 6.2b indicates the representative I-D curves for untreated and PFA treated cells. The

I-D curve on the solid substrate (petri dish) shows the steepest slope, and the I-D curve on

the cell treated with 4% PFA has the similar slope to the slope of the solid substrate. The
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Figure 6.1 Single L929 fibroblast cell surface image using SICMbefore and after 4%PFA treatment.

(a) Height image of live fibroblast cell surface, (b) Height image of fixed fibroblast cell surface. The

size of all images are 50 µm× 50 µm. (c) and (d) indicate line profiles of each image. Imaging time

of each image is around 30 minutes.

I-D curve on the lower concentration PFA treated cell shows the gentlest slope. The all I-D

curves in Figure 6.2b were fitted by the equation (6.3).

6.3.3 Young’s Modulus of Untreated and PFA-treated Cells

To investigate the effect of PFA treatment on cell surface stiffness, the force spec-

troscopy measurements were performed on live and PFA treated cells (Figure 6.3a). Fifty

force-distance curves at apex position on each cell surface were measured. Figure 6.3b indi-

cates the typical force-separation curve for a live, 4% PFA treated cell and a solid substrate

(petri dish). The start point is the AFM tip far above the sample surface, corresponding to

positions on the right side of the force-separation curve graph. As the AFM tip approaches

the sample surface, the tip contacts the sample, after which the cantilever is deflected (the
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Figure 6.2 (a) Schematic view of the cell surface fluctuation setting by SICM, (b) Typical Ion cur-

rent. Distance curve of the solid substrate (black), fixed cell (red), 1% PFA treated cell (green),

0.1% PFA treated cell (blue) and live cell (sky blue). The I-D curve on the solid substrate (petri

dish) is the steepest, and the curve on the fixed cell is relaxed than on the solid substrate. The I-D

curve of the live cell has the gentlest slope.

Figure 6.3 Force spectroscopy. (a) Schematic diagram of force spectroscopy. Force spectroscopy

measures interaction between tip and sample on one point through Z scanner movement. As Z

scanner is extended and shrunk, the tip pulls down on one point of the sample (solid line) and pulls

off (dashed line). (b) The typical force-distance curve for fixed cell (4% PFA treated cell, dashed-

red) and live cell (solid-black). Compared with live cell case, the slope of fixed cell approach curve

is steeper which means Young’s modulus of fixed cell is bigger than live cell’s one.
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Figure 6.4 Surface fluctuation and Young’s modulus. (a) RMS displacements of cell surface fluc-

tuations. The displacements are approximately 12 nm on a fixed cell but, much larger on the live

cell surface (43 nm). Live cell shows more active movement than fixed cell (N = 60). (b) Young’s

modulus for various kinds of PFA concentration of fibroblast cell. As expected, it indicates the

higher concentration, the higher Young’s modulus. Around 3.5 kPa on the live cell, approximately

18 kPa on fixed cell (N = 50).

left side of the force-separation curve graph). As expected, 4% PFA treated cell exhibits

much steeper slope than a live cell in force curve and the required force for surface inden-

tation is also bigger than a live cell.

6.3.4 Cell Changes in Various PFA Concentrations

Figure 6.4a shows the root mean square (RMS) displacement of cell surface fluctuations

on the treatment of different CPFA. The estimated RMS displacement of surface fluctua-

tions is approximately 12 nm on 4% PFA treated cell. However, it increases gradually

depending on the lower concentration. In the live cell, the displacements show the highest

value around 43 nm, even though the chemical fixation caused no difference on cell surface

topography (Figure 6.1c,d). It means that the live L929 cell had more active movement

compared with PFA treated cell. One of the reasons of small surface fluctuation on PFA

treated cell is that the PFA treatment causes cross-linking the proteins on membrane and

cytoplasmic protein.

Table 6.1 shows apparent fluctuation amplitude and averaged Young’s modulus values.
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Table 6.1 Mean values and standard deviation (SD) of Young’s modulus and fluctuation amplitude

investigated at various PFA concentrations from live cell to 10%

Paraformaldehyde
Concentration (%)

Fluctuation Amplitude (nm) Young’s Modulus (kPa)
Mean SD Mean SD

Live cell (0) 42.53 5.32 3.65 1.26
10−5 38.45 5.81 3.97 0.49
10−4 38.13 4.25 4.18 0.32
0.1 36.26 5.96 9.43 0.86
1 29.3 4.20 9.89 1.08
4 13.1 0.94 18.11 0.71
8 12.4 0.79 18.03 0.41
10 12.6 0.81 18.03 0.46

There is a distinguishable difference between the live and PFA treated cells (Fixed with

10−5%, 10−4%, 0.1%, 1%, 4%, 8% and 10% PFA). The stiffness of the higher CPFA

treated cells (4% the highest CPFA treated cell is 18 kPa) increases gradually compared

with the live cell (3.5 kPa). This difference in mechanical stiffness of cells on CPFA is

highly consistent with the I-D curve study, which means PFA treatment affects the cross-

linking of cell surface proteins, like F-actin filaments.2,7,25–27 Specifically, it is assumed that

the PFA fixation caused an increase of the cell stiffness depending on the available number

of randomly distributed cross-linking sites on the cell surface. As shown in Figure 6.4b,

the Young’s modulus does not increase linearly with the CPFA which suggests saturation

in the number of available sites for surface protein cross-linking. Below the 0.1% of CPFA

treatment, there is no significant effect on cell stiffness. However, when treated with high

concentrations of PFA, over the 0.1%, it produces dramatic changing of the cell stiffness.

Figure 6.5a shows live and dead cells from the staining kit. Green color represents live

cells, and red color represents dead cells. As shown in this figure, from control to 0.1%

PFA treatment, most of the cells are alive. PFA treatment over 1% shows intensely increase

red positive cells, which means that a number cells are dead. Also, Figure 6.5b shows the

quantitative analysis of live and dead ratio from staining data after PFA treatment.

The concentration CPFA of 0.1% to 1% is the critical concentration for live and dead

ratio exchange at this point. This agreement among cell surface fluctuation, Young’s mod-
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Figure 6.5 Evaluation of cytotoxicity property of PFA on the L929 cell. (a) Fluorescencemicroscopy

image for assessment of live and dead cell ratio dependent on titration of CPFA. Green color rep-

resents live cell, and red color represents dead cell. scale bar is 50 µm. (b) Graph of live/dead cell

ratio depending on the titration of CPFA. Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation and

significance were considered at p < 0.05 by Student’s t-test.
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ulus, and cell viability assay data supports the statement that the concentration of 0.1% to

1% is the trigger points for cell surface protein cross-linking. In other words, this PFA

concentration of 0.1% to 1% produces many chances to approach the available number of

cross-linking sites on the cell surface, with that, it affects cell survivability.

6.4 Conclusions

A fundamental comparison between live cells and fixed cells with various PFA concen-

tration using AFM and SICM was demonstrated. The cell surface fluctuation measurement

by I-D curve can estimate the viability of cells. The measurement of cell stiffness has been

conducted by force spectroscopy. Because of PFA fixation, cell surface fluctuation value is

71% less than the live cell, and the Young’s modulus value is approximately 5-fold higher

than that of live cells. The result presented in this chapter offers a broader insight for under-

standing cell behaviors in the chemical treatment; not only the traditional consideration of

the effect of PFA on the cell, but also the more specifically studies of mechanical properties

of cells.

Cell membranes are always flexible and variable. However, in a certain situation, such

as chemical treatment, biological functions are changed, and morphological changes also

occur. This is the reason why studying cell surface fluctuations is crucial for the under-

standing of cell function in relation to cell dynamics. SPM techniques can be well served

as a promising tool for quantitative studies of both fixed and live cells.
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Chapter 7*

Improvement on SICM Instrumentation

Scanning ion-conductance microscopy (SICM) uses an electrolyte filled

nanopipette as a scanning probe and detects current changes based on

the distance between the nanopipette apex and the target sample in an

electrolyte solution. In conventional SICM, the pipette sensor is excited

by applying the voltage as it raster scans near the surface. There have

been attempts to improve upon raster scanning because it can induce col-

lisions between the pipette sidewalls and a target sample, especially for

soft, dynamic materials (e.g., biological cells). Recently, Novak et al.

demonstrated that hopping probe ion conductance microscopy (HPICM)

with an adaptive scan method can improve the image quality obtained

by SICM for such materials. However, HPICM is inherently slower than

conventional raster scanning. In order to optimize both image quality

and scanning speed, an alternative configuration scheme for SICM sig-

nal amplification that is based on applying current to the nanopipette is

studied. This scheme overcomes traditional challenges associated with

low bandwidth requirements of conventional SICM.

*This chapter published substantially as Kim, J.; Kim, S.-O.; Cho, N.-J. Alternative configuration scheme for

signal amplification with scanning ion conductance microscopy. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 2015, 86, 023706.
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7.1 Introduction

An electrolyte-filled nanopipette, which is pulled from a glass capillary, is used as

the scanning ion-conductance microscope (SICM) probe.1 In the earliest convention, the

nanopipette was raster scanned across the surface while a feedback loop adjusts the verti-

cal position in order to keep the ion conductance constant by adjusting the nanopipette tip

height, enabling the topography of the surface to be mapped with high resolution.1–4

As the SICM technique became popular, different modes were introduced. Those

modes include direct current (DC),1,5 alternate current (AC),6–8 and hopping modes.9–13

DC mode was first utilized to demonstrate live cell imaging as it maintains a constant di-

rect current on the sample surface during raster scanning. Since the direct current maintains

the tip-sample distance while the scanning probe follows the lateral topography, it has an

inherent limitation for scanning larger or coarse objects.7 In order to improve sensitivity

and stability, AC mode was introduced by the superimposition of the DC signal with a

current component.6 It operates similarly to tapping mode14 in AFM by modulating the

pipette along the z-axis within few tens of nanometers, and detects the amplitude signal us-

ing a lock-in amplifier.6–8 Despite stable scanning of the sample topography in AC mode,

the pipette can only detect the distance signal at its apex, and is hence not suitable for

investigating the significant morphological variations inherent on cell surfaces.15

To circumvent the aforementioned challenges with SICM imaging, the hopping probe

ion conductance microscope (HPICM) was introduced enabling the scanning probe to be

retracted after each positional recording.9–13 In this mode, the probe approaches the sample

until reaching the given setpoint vertically, records the distance from the initial z-position,

returns to the initial z-position, then laterally moves to the next position. Possible inter-

ference of coarse or fluctuating morphology is minimized using this non-continuous scan

approach. However, the advantages of this mode were initially offset by the requirement

for an appreciably longer equivalent scan time due to the greater traveling distance of the

pipette. To improve imaging speed in HPICM mode, Novak et al. introduced an adaptive

algorithm based on a low resolution prescan of the entire sample followed by more detailed
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imaging of regions that demand higher resolution analysis.15 With maturing SICM instru-

mentation field, there have hitherto been many successful demonstrations of various modes

adapted to the requirements of particular applications. At the same time, all of these modes

are fundamentally based on a voltage source, which means applying a constant voltage be-

tween the pipette electrode and the bath electrode and detecting changes in current flow

through the nanopipette.

This work introduces an alternative configuration scheme for SICM measurements

based on a current source, in which a constant current is applied from the pipette electrode

to the bath electrode and detect changes in the voltage associated with the nanopipette.

Based on the current source design, the fabrication of a prototype printed circuit board

(PCB) configuration is reported that is compatible with a commercial SICM instrument.

Analysis of the frequency response and noise spectrum of the current source shows bet-

ter performance than the conventional voltage source. A microfabricated polydimethyl-

siloxane (PDMS) grating sample and the biological cell are imaged in the current source

configuration scheme, and the results are compared with those obtained by a conventional

voltage source. Possible applications of this new configuration scheme are discussed.

7.2 Theoretical Background

7.2.1 Limitation of Voltage Source Configuration

The conventional SICM circuit uses a voltage source to excite the system comprised of

the pipette electrode, the electrolyte solution, and the bath electrode. This configuration can

be divided and modeled as three resistances, the pipette resistanceRP , the access resistance

RAC , and the solution resistance RS as shown in Figure 7.1. The pipette resistance RP

represents the resistance inside of the pipette and RP is the resistance when the pipette is

far from the sample surface. The cross-section of the pipette end is small and tapered so

the pipette resistance typically reaches over 100MΩ. The access resistance RAC varies

depending on the distance between the pipette apex and the sample surface. RAC is zero

when the pipette is far from the sample surface and increases when the pipette becomes

closer to the sample surface, because the area of the ion current path between the pipette
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Figure 7.1 Principle of SICM signal amplification. The SICM pipette consists of the pipette resis-

tance RP and the access resistance RAC , which varies corresponding to the distance between the

pipette apex and the sample surface and the solution resistance RS . (a) The conventional voltage

source configuration. When voltage bias VB is applied to the pipette, current iP is generated. The

amplifier converts iP to voltage VO with transimpedance gain RF . (b) Alternative configuration

scheme for signal amplification, current source configuration. An alternative configuration applies

current iB to the pipette, and detects voltage drop VO.

and the surface is decreased. In most imaging conditions with the setpoint at 1% to 2% of

RP , the access resistanceRAC only contributes a small portion to the total pipette resistance.

For mathematical convention, the access resistance can be simplified by

RAC = RP δ(z) (7.1)

where δ(z) is the dependent term of the distance between the pipette and the sample surface.

The solution resistance RS represents the bulk resistance from the access resistance to the

bath electrode, but compared to the pipette resistance the solution resistance is negligible.

Hence, the total resistance RT between two electrodes can be expressed by

RT = RP +RAC +RS = RP (1 + δ(z)). (7.2)

When applying a constant voltage between two electrodes using a voltage source, the cur-

rent iP is generated and its value changes based on the distance between the pipette and the
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sample as follows

iP =
VB

RT

=
VB

RP (1 + δ(z))
. (7.3)

To convert the generated current iP into the voltage, a transimpedance amplifier is used.

The converted voltage of the current iP is proportional to the feedback resistance RF

VO = RF · iP . (7.4)

The thermal noise of this transimpedance amplifier is
√
4kBTRF BW where kB =

1.38× 10−23 JK−1 is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature and BW is

the bandwidth of interest. Considering the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the transimpedance

amplifier, the feedback resistance should be set at significantly higher values because the

current gain is linearly proportional to RF and the noise is proportional to
√
RF . In this

case, the SNR improves proportionally to
√
RF . However, the resistor RF has a stray ca-

pacitance CF which is on the order of 0.1 pF in parallel. Therefore, the output voltage is

dependent on the frequency and low pass-filtered with the bandwidth f0 = 1/2πRFCF ,

which is mathematically expressed by

VO(f) =
iPRF

1 + j · f/f0
(7.5)

where j =
√
−1 is the imaginary number and f is the frequency. As such, it is not practical

to setRF too high because the high frequency signal is eliminated by the low-pass filtering.

This conventional voltage source configuration has a trade-off between SNR and band-

width. If RF is set at a higher value to get a higher SNR, the bandwidth is reduced. On

the other hand, in order to get a higher bandwidth, the SNR is poorer. To balance SNR and

proper bandwidth, theRF is chosen to 1GΩ in order to obtain a bandwidth of around 1 kHz

for SICMmeasurements using the voltage source configuration in this work. To circumvent

this trade-off between SNR and bandwidth, an alternate preamplifier circuit is required.

7.2.2 Current Source Configuration and its Characteristics

The alternate circuit uses a current source to apply a constant current iB from the pipette

electrode to the bath electrode and to detect the voltage changes between two electrodes as
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shown in Figure 7.1b. When negative feedback of an operational amplifier (opamp) works,

the two input nodes, inverting input (−) and non-inverting input (+) of the opamp become

the same voltage, or the voltage of the inverting input node of opamp, V− is virtually ground

or 0V, and the biasing current is determined by

iB =
VB

RB

(7.6)

The bias current iB passes through two electrodes, the voltage drops the amount of total

resistance RT , and the output voltage is

VO = −iBRT = −iBRP (1 + δ(z)). (7.7)

In contrast to the voltage source, the output voltage is independent of the circuit element

because the applied voltage VB and current iB are constant during the operation. In other

words, the bandwidth is not limited by circuit components when applying current to the

pipette.

In addition, using a current source, the overall impedance of the circuit can be reduced.

The output noise voltage of voltage source configuration, eV and current source configura-

tion, eI are expressed by

eV =

(

1 +
RF

RT

)

√

4kBT (RT ∥ RF ) BW (7.8)

eI =

(

1 +
RT

RB

)

√

4kBT (RT ∥ RB) BW (7.9)

where ∥ is the parallel resistance of the two resistors, (R1 ∥ R2) = R1R2/(R1 + R2). The

parallel resistance (R1 ∥ R2) is less than R1 and R2. As there is no opportunity to adjust

the pipette resistance RP , the minimum value of (RT ∥ RF ) is RT when RF is infinite. In

the case of the current source, RB should be smaller than RT , and the output noise can be

decreased independently from the pipette resistance.

Considering the applied power between two electrodes, the applied power in the current

source configuration is proportional to the total resistance, P = I2BRT whereas the applied

power in the voltage source configuration is inversely proportional to the total resistance,

P = V 2
B/RT . In the extreme case when the pipette is broken during imaging, and the pipette
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resistance is reduced suddenly, the current source configuration is automatically reducing

the power between two electrodes. This feature would be helpful to image living cell to

avoid unnecessary electrical stimulus to cells in the worst case.

7.3 Materials and Methods

7.3.1 SICM and Nanopipettes

A commercial SICM (NX-Bio, Park Systems, Korea) was used as the SICM imaging

platform. The nanopipette was fabricated from borosilicate capillaries which have 0.6mm

inner diameter and 1.0mm outer diameter (Narishige, Japan) by using a CO2-laser-based

micropipette puller (P-2000, Sutter Instruments, US).

7.3.2 Measurement of Noise and Frequency Response

To test the alternative current source configuration, the noise and bandwidth of the two

modes were performed with a resistor of 100MΩ. The noise was measured by a data ac-

quisition board (PCI-6251, National Instruments, US), and the data were recorded for 10

seconds with 200 kilo-samples per seconds (kSPS) after 10 kHz low-pass filter to prevent

an aliasing effect and analyzed by a one-side power spectrum density. The frequency re-

sponses were taken using a lock-in amplifier (SR830, Stanford Research System, US).

7.3.3 L929 Fibroblast Cell

The cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, Invitro-

gen, US) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco, US) and 1% peni-

cillin/streptomycin (Gibco, US) at 37 ◦C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2.

The cells were harvested after trypsinization, washed and re-suspended at a concentration of

105 cells/mL in normal growth medium for subculture. A 1mL aliquot of the cells contain-

ing medium was seeded on the experimental petri dish at a concentration of 103 cells/mL.

After 3 days culture, the cells were washed by phosphate buffered saline (PBS) buffer 3

times and then treated with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) solution for 5 minutes. Before

imaging, the fixed cells were washed again two times with PBS buffer.
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Figure 7.2 Implementation of the current source circuit. (a) The printed circuit board (PCB) for the

current source configuration. (b) Experimental setup for current bias signal amplification mode. (c)

A detailed schematic of the PCB. The external bias is connected to port 1, the pipette electrode and

the bath electrode are connected to ports 2 and 3, respectively. Ports 4 and 5 are to monitor output

voltage with and without low-pass filtering, respectively. Dotted panel A is for avoiding ground

loop noise; dotted panel B is the main circuit of current bias signal amplification mode. Dotted

panel C indicates additional signal conditioning for output filter and buffer.

7.3.4 Implementation of Current Source Configuration

The implementation of the current source configuration is shown in Figure 7.2. To in-

terconnect the external voltage source, the differential amplifier was used for eliminating

ground loop noise (panel A). The voltage controlled current source was designed with the

field effect transistor (FET) input amplifier (AD8067, Analog Devices, US). This ampli-

fier has a low input bias current, typically 1.0 pA, and has a wide gain bandwidth product

(GBP), OPA128 and OPA129 (Texas Instruments, USA) can be used instead of AD8067.

The bias resistor RB is chosen to 10MΩ to reduce the significance of the input offset volt-
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Figure 7.3 Comparison of bandwidth and noise of voltage and current source configurations. (a)

Comparison of magnitude (dB) of two different signal amplification modes as a function of fre-

quency (Hz). (b) Comparison of noise spectral density fixed at a resistance of 100MΩ for two

different signal amplification modes. Black solid is for voltage source and red dotted is for current

source configuration.

age (AD8067 has 1mV offset voltage in maximum), in comparison to the bias voltage

VB which is around 10mV to 100mV. Subminiature version A (SMA) connectors and

cables were used to shield high impedance nodes from the pipette distance sensing sys-

tem. In principle, it is better to connect the output of the opamp (port 3) to the bath elec-

trode to block external noise because the electrolyte solution, which has a relatively lower

impedance than the pipette resistance, might behave like a shield. The instrumentation am-

plifier (INA116, Texas Instruments, USA) was employed to detect the voltage difference

between the non-inverting input and the inverting input of the FET input amplifier. Finally,

the signal passed to the output through a 10 kHz 2nd order Bessel filter (port 4) for noise

measurement and imaging, and the signal passed via the follower (port 5) for bandwidth

measurement. Opamps for the low pass filter and others consisted of the gernal purpose

amplifier (OPA2209, Texas Instruments, USA).

7.4 Results and Discussion

7.4.1 Comparison of Bandwidth and Noise

The frequency responses of both configurations are shown in Figure 7.3a. The relative

magnitude-frequency plot in Figure 7.3 was prepared with normalized by the magnitude
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of 10 Hz, and displayed in dB scale with 20 log10(VO(f)/VO(10Hz)). The bandwidth of

the voltage source configuration with 1GΩ feedback resistor is 1.69 kHz as expected and

the bandwidth of current source configuration is 13.2 kHz which is much higher than the

voltage source configuration.

The noise voltage spectral density is plotted in Figure 7.3b. The spectral noise densities

at 1 kHz are 15.7 µV/
√
Hz and 5.38 µV/

√
Hz for the voltage source and current source

configurations, respectively. These values correspond well with the calculated thermal

noise at 25 ◦C, 13.5 µV/
√
Hz from the equation (7.8) for the voltage source configuration,

4.26 µV/
√
Hz from the equation (7.9) for the current source configurations. The thermal

noise from the current source configuration can easily be smaller than the thermal noise of

RP , the latter of which is 14.1 µV/
√
Hz in the 100MΩ case.

7.4.2 Comparison of Image Quality

As discussed above, the noise and bandwidth signals of the current source configuration

show improved performance compared to the voltage source configuration. To determine if

a similar performance improvement can be realized in actual imaging conditions, imaging

two samples in different SICM modes was performed: a grating sample in DC mode and

an L929 fibroblast cell in hopping mode.

Before the imaging test, the current-distance curve of the voltage source and the voltage-

distance curve of the current source configuration were investigated as shown in Figure

7.4a,d. The output of the voltage source configuration represents the conductance between

the pipette and the bath electrodes, which can be interpreted as current, and the output of

the current source configuration means the resistance between the two electrodes. The nor-

malized output of the current source configuration increases when the pipette approaches

the surface (Figure 7.4d) which contrasts with the decreasing output of the voltage source

configuration (Figure 7.4a). The polarity of the feedback should be negated due to the po-

larity of the error signal, which is the difference between the setpoint and measured output

voltage, e = (measured) − (setpoint), is reversed in the current source configuration. For

example, when the error signal is a positive value, the pipette moves to the surface in the
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Figure 7.4 Comparison of SICM imaging in voltage and current source configurations. (a) The

current-distance curve for voltage source configuration. (b) 8 µm by 2 µm standard PDMS grating

image of the voltage source in DC mode, and (c) line profile of dashed-line (white) from the image.

(d) Voltage-distance curve of current source configuration and (e) corresponding standard PDMS

grating image and (f) line profile.

voltage source configuration, whereas the pipette moves away from the surface in the cur-

rent source configuration with the same control software. Thus, the feedback software was

modified to calculate the proper error signal for the current source configuration. DC mode

SICM images of a grating sample are presented in Figure 7.4b,e, and the corresponding

line profile is shown in Figure 7.4c,f. The sample was prepared on polydimethylsiloxane

(PDMS) by stamping of a 118.5 nm height sample (TGZ02, MikroMasch, Bulgaria). The

image and line profile obtained using a current source (Figure 7.4e,f) displays sharper de-

tails than the image obtained using a voltage source.

Furthermore, to demonstrate the utility of the alternative current source configuration
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Figure 7.5 Comparison of cell images for the conventional voltage source and the modified current

source configurations. (a) Using the voltage source configuration, L929 cells were imaged with a

various number of digital average filter taps to compare image quality. The white dots indicate for

noise. (b) Direct comparison of L929 cells images by the modified current source configuration.

In the current source configuration, consistent image resolution can be obtained regardless of the

number of average taps, even in the case of one-time average tap.

on soft biological samples, L929 fibroblast cell images were obtained (Figure 7.5). For

direct comparison, the cell surface was scanned using hopping mode with a 1.5% setpoint

to compare between the voltage source and current source configurations. The control

software stops the approach and records the height when the output voltage of the amplifier

reaches the setpoint or e ≤ 0. With a high noisy signal, the control software might stop

before reaching the right setpoint value because the control software picks the noise, and

the software records the height which is higher than the sample surface displaying the point

as a white dot. To reduce the noise, a digital average filter is used and the number of digital

average taps is related to the time duration for imaging.

In the voltage source configuration, in order to acquire a relatively high-resolution cell
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image, it required more than five average filters as shown in Figure 7.5a. Of note, there is

noise (represented as white dots) two-times averaging. The image could not be obtained

without a digital filter (one-time averaging), because it was impossible even to approach

the pipette on the sample surface without a digital filter. If the control software picks the

undesirable noise during approaching, the coarse Z stage is stopped before engaging the

pipette to the sample surface sufficiently. So, the Z scanner remains fully extended, and

loses the power of feedback.

In marked contrast, using the current source configuration, it is possible to scan and

acquire reasonable cell images without digital filter as shown in Figure 7.5b. This finding

demonstrates that the current source configuration may provide better performance than

the voltage source configuration for imaging biological samples, and should be further ex-

plored.

7.5 Conclusions

In here, an alternative method was suggested to operate the SICM which applies cur-

rent to the pipette sensor instead of voltage. This current source configuration of the electric

circuit can have a lower output noise, and the bandwidth is not limited by the circuit compo-

nent. Moreover, it was successfully demonstrated that DCmode and hopping-mode images

with faster acquisition time in same image quality. This improvement would be useful to

investigate the nanoscale dynamics of living cells. Furthermore, a positive aspect of the

current source configuration is detecting the change of resistance linearly, and it can be

helpful to analyze the behavior of the pipette dynamics more intuitively.

Even though the positive result was obtained from the suggested current source con-

figuration, further discussion of the circuit model is presented in Section 8.2. Considering

the origin of the access resistance RAC changes, SNR of both configurations should be the

same in contrast of this chapter result. Based on the corrected logic of SNR in Section 8.2,

the ideas for improving SNR and understanding the dynamics of ion-current are discussed

in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Outlook

From the demonstration of SPM strength over othermicroscopes, this dis-

sertation offers the progress on SICM instrumentation. This chapter re-

considers the current-distance relation, which is the basicmodel of SICM.

Unlike the discussion in Chapter 7, the signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of

both voltage source and current source configurations are concluded in

the same considering the origin of the access resistance changes. By

analyzing the SNR, the low-resistance pipette will improve the perfor-

mance of SICM. The ultramicroelectrode (UME) can be the role of low-

resistance pipette, and would be fabricated by electroplating. However,

the fabrication of UMEhas not been optimized yet, the difficulties of UME

fabrication are shortly discussed. In addition, since the current-distance

model based on the Ohm’s law does not fully explain the ion-transport

phenomena in SICM, a working result of solving the Poisson-Nernst-

Planck (PNP) equation is presented. The current implementation can

solve the PNP problem with the boundary conditions of moderate sur-

face charge density and electric potential. The in-depth understanding

of the biological phenomena will be possible from the progress presented

in this dissertation.
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8.1 Conclusions

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) has successfully demonstrated exploring the nano-

scale phenomena over decades. Scanning ion-conductance microscopy (SICM) has an ad-

vantage over other SPM techniques. Although atomic force microscopy (AFM) has no

limitation of the survey in vacuum, air, and liquid environments, SICM is specially de-

veloped to be operated in an electrolyte solution with contact-free nature. SICM monitors

ion-current flows in the channel, which is geometrically formed between the pipette and the

sample surface. When the pipette contacts the sample, ion-current cannot flow anymore.

Hence, SICM is only capable of operating with an enough distance from the sample.

In this dissertation, the strength of AFM over scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was

explored. Even though AFM does not seem to be suitable for the biological application, the

detailed structures of mouse spermatozoa were observed even in contact-mode AFM. The

end knob structure is destroyed by electron-beam of SEM, and the structure has not been re-

ported before. However, the end knob structure was easily observed in AFM measurement

with a simple sample preparation. However, for more accurate dimensional measurement,

AFM can cause soft sample deformation even involving all of the state-of-art techniques

in AFM. Hopping mode or ARS with amplitude modulation is a lot more useful for reduc-

ing the interaction between the AFM tip and the soft materials. But due to the nature of

monitoring forces, the soft sample is compelled to be reshaped. The untouchable feature of

SICM enables a reconstruction of more intact appearance of living cells. Besides the func-

tionality of microscopy, AFM and SICM can profile a mechanical property of a specific

area. While AFM natively probes the Young’s modulus, SICM can measure the activity of

cells. The distance between the cell surface and the SICM pipette is changed as much as the

cell is active, and the change is reflected in the modulation of ion-current. From the time

average of ion-current variation, the amount of steadiness of the surface can be estimated.

This technique may become the complementary measure of the modulus.

Notwithstanding advantages of above mentioned, SICM still needs to be improved its

sensor sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, the alternative configuration of the ampli-
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fying scheme was presented to reduce the overall resistance of the pipette. Due to geomet-

rically small structure and low conductance of electrolyte, the pipette has high impedance

inevitably. The pipette resistance is a stray and has no dependency on the distance between

the pipette and the surface, but this high resistance increases the noise and decreases the

system bandwidth. This alternative scheme provides more stable and faster operation of

SICM.

In summary, the findings presented in this dissertation show the superior capability

of SICM to AFM and SEM for imaging biological samples in a liquid environment, and

provide the advances both in instrumentation and theory. However, to be more accurate,

some topics should be more clarified, and few of them are discussed below.

8.2 Current-Distance Relation: Critical Review of Chapter 7

8.2.1 Source of Current-Distance Relation in SICM

Although the work presented in Chapter 7 has an improvement of the signal-to-noise

ratio, one logical question arises: What is the source of the current-distance relation? There

has not been enough discussion of the current-distance relation so far. One indirect evidence

of lack of discussion is that many researchers still focused on the inner opening diameter

of the pipette end.1–3 However, from the equation (2.6) and (2.7),4 the outer diameter of

the pipette end also has the important role of sensing the distance between the pipette and

the surface. The curvature of the equation (2.6) is determined by the ratio of outer radius

to inner radius as shown in the equation (2.7). Obviously, this model is derived from the

consideration of the beneath areas of the disk-shaped pipette glass wall, not only considering

of the inner opening (Section 2.3). Therefore, this work should be reviewed with the more

proper model of the pipette distance from the surface.

8.2.2 Access Resistance as a Voltage Source

Figure 8.1 shows a circuit model of the pipette as discussed in Section 2.3 and Section

7.2. The access resistance can be treated as the arbitrary voltage source in a circuit, which

depends on the distance between the pipette and the surface. Hence, it is necessary to
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Figure 8.1 Circuit model of the pipette. (a) The circuit model of pipette consists of the pipette resis-

tance RP , capacitance CP and the access resistance RAC . (b) The pipette with the transimpedance

amplifier. The dotted blue box represents the pipette circuit model

Figure 8.2 Frequency response of modulating (a) the voltage bias and (b) the access resistance.

discuss the bandwidth from the point of view of the voltage generated fromRAC instead of

the externally applied voltage VB.

In the constant voltage source (CV; VBA is constant) configuration, there is no displace-

ment current iC = CP dVBA/dt = 0 at the pipette capacitance. Then, the ion-current iBA

and the RAC dependent term sV of the output voltage are

iBA = iP =
VBA

RP +RAC

(8.1)

sV ≃ −RFRAC

R2
P

VBA

1 + j · f/fF
(8.2)

where j =
√
−1 is the imaginary number, and fF = 1/2πCFRF is the bandwidth of the

signal which is constrained by in-circuit elements. Figure 8.2 shows the result from SPICE
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circuit simulation (LTspice, Linear Technology, US). Considering the pipette capacitance,

the frequency response of the model used in this work (previously, the pipette capacitance

was ignored) is plotted in Figure 8.2a. Fortunately, for the case of CV, the pipette capac-

itance has no role, and the frequency response of the access resistance is same as Figure

8.2b and as the previous discussion of Section 7.2.

In the constant current source (CC; iBA is constant) configuration, where the pipette

capacitance has a role and the displacement current exists, the voltage drops on the two

electrodes VBA and the output voltage sI depending on RAC are

VBA =
iBA(RAC +RP )

1 + j · f/fP
(8.3)

sI =
iBARAC

1 + j · f/fP
(8.4)

where fP = 1/2πCP (RAC + RP ) is the bandwidth of signal, which is determined by the

pipette capacitance.

To compare two configurations, one can set the same in-circuit resistance, RF = RB,

and the applied current when the pipette is not engaged to the surface, VBA/RP = iBA.

Comparing equations (8.2) and (8.4), the signal gain of CV is RF/RP whereas CC has

unity gain. The total noise with arbitrary noise current in in CC and CV are expressed by

eV = inRF

1 + j · f/fz
1 + j · f/fF

(8.5)

eI = inRP

1 + j · f/fz
1 + j · f/fP

(8.6)

where fz = 1/2π(RF ∥ (RP +RAC))(CF +CP ) becomes the SNR bandwidth. The signal

to noise ratio (SNR) in CV and CC are
sV

eV
=

iBA

in

RAC

RP

1

1 + j · f/fz
(8.7)

sI

eI
=

iBA

in

RAC

RP

1

1 + j · f/fz
. (8.8)

Thus, the SNRs of both configurations are the same.

This conclusion sounds more plausible than the one from Section 7.2. One paradox was

missed: according to results from Section 7.2, one can obtain an infinite SNR if the current
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setting resistance in the current source configuration is set to be zero, RB → 0. Then, the

arising question is why the current source configuration showed better image quality than

the voltage source configuration. One possible explanation is that in the current source

configuration, the bandwidth is limited by the pipette bandwidth fp as in the equation (8.4),

which is in the order of a few hundred hertz, whereas the bandwidth is around 1 kHz in the

voltage source configuration. The limited bandwidth means more low-pass filtering, and

changed configuration might apply an analog filter instead of a digital filter. Consequently,

it is quite worthy to try setting the feedback resistance to 5GΩ or 10GΩ in order to acquire

improved signal-to-noise ratio with the bandwidth ranged from 160Hz to 320Hz, which is

the bandwidth of the current source configuration.

8.2.3 Discussion on Improving the Signal-to-Noise Ratio

From the equations (8.7) and (8.8), two goals to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

can be induced:

1. fz should be high enough, and

2. RAC/RP also should be high.

In consequence, the pipette resistance RP and the pipette capacitance CP should be low,

and the sensitivity of the access resistance needs to be high. From the equations (2.5) and

(2.6), the subsequent results are

1. The ratio of outer to inner radii ri/ro should be high,

2. The half cone angle θ should be high,

3. The conductivity of electrolyte κ should be high.

Therefore, it is worth to fabricate the pipette from multiple capillaries with different ratios

of outer to inner radii, and to pull capillaries with different pulling parameters to adjust the
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Figure 8.3 Noise spectrums from PBS (blue) and 3M KCl (red) bath solutions.

pipette tip shape. The prospect of high-conductive pipettes is discussed in the following

section.

8.3 Ultramicroelectrode

8.3.1 Electrolyte Filled Pipette

Schäffer, Anczykowski, and Fuchs suggested the highly conductive electrolyte filled

pipette to reduce the pipette resistance in their review paper.5 They expected “The diffusion

of this solution into the bath solution would be small due to the small tip diameter.” But in

the preliminary experiment, the diffusion from an imbalance of concentrations between the

inside of and outside of the pipette was not ignorable. Figure 8.3 shows the noise spectrum

density from two bath solutions with a PBS filled pipette. The blue line was obtained from

the bath solution of PBS which was same as the solution inside of the pipette, and the red

line was from the bath solution of 3 KCl, which was different from the solution of the

pipette. The 1/f slope of the PBS(pipette)–3 KCl(bath) in the range of 20Hz to 10 kHz

is the evidence of the DC drift of the measured current when even 0V bias was applied.

Therefore, the imbalance of solutions between the inside and the outside of the pipette builds

a liquid junction potential and tends to make the system unstable.

The high-conductive pipettes will boost studies on not only SICM but also electrophys-
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Figure 8.4 SEM images and schematics of SECM/SICM probes. (a) A SECM/SICM probe by

coating Ti/Au or Ti/Pt on the pulled pipette, (b) by filling carbon on one channel of a double barrel

pipette. Adapted from Takahashi et al. 20106 and Takahashi et al. 20117

Figure 8.5 Some represented modes in SECM. (A) Steady-state behavior (diffusion-limited) in bulk

solution. (B) Feedback mode over an inert substrate (negative feedback). (C) Feedback mode

over a conducting substrate (positive feedback). Adapted from Polcari, Dauphin-Ducharme, and

Mauzeroll 2016.10

iology. This topic is highly important for extending the knowledge of nature. All SICM

uses electrolyte filled pipettes so far, and using different solution from the bath electrolyte

seems to be undesirable.

8.3.2 Ultramicroelectrode (UME)

The metal filled pipette is known as the ultramicroelectrode (UME). Fabricating UMEs

is one of important topic in electrochemistry, especially scanning electrochemical mi-

croscopy (SECM).8,9 Takahashi et al. fabricated a SECM/SICM probe by coating Ti/Au or

Ti/Pt on the pulled glass capillary.6 After one year, Takahashi et al. introduced another type

of SECM/SICM probe by filling carbon in one channel of a pulled double barrel pipette.7

Figure 8.4 shows the SEM images of those probes.
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Figure 8.6 Current-distance curves for (a) negative feedback mode and (b) positive feedback mode

in SECM. Adapted from Velmurugan, Sun, and Mirkin 2008.11

Figure 8.7 UME fabrication process by pulling the capillary and the electrode together. Adapted

from Katemann and Schuhmann 2002.12

In SECM, there are several modes to be involved in analyzing a chemical reaction; neg-

ative feedback mode, positive feedback mode, tip-generation/substrate-collection mode,

substrate-generation/tip-collection mode, redox competition mode, and so on.10 Figure 8.5

shows diffusion limited mode, negative feedback mode, positive feedback mode for in-

stance.

Figure 8.6 shows current-distance curves from negative feedback mode and positive

feedback mode. The red dots indicates the experimental data, and the solid black lines refer

to the fitted curve from the model. The current-distance curve of the negative feedback

mode is similar to the curve of SICM. The UME, which is used in SECM, can be a distance

sensor, although the electrode is protruded till the end of the pipette apex, whereas the

electrode in SICM is recessed far from the pipette apex.

One of widely used methods to fabricate UMEs is developed by Mirkin’s group11,13,14
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Figure 8.8 Electroplating of commercial silver-cyanide solution in a capillary.

and Schuhmann’s group.9,12 This method pulls the pipette and the metal wire, which was

inserted in the pipette, together. Figure 8.7 shows the process of fabrication of UMEs. They

used two-step pulling; the first step was to grab the electrode, then hard pulling was applied

to make the capillary and the electrode to shape.

However, from the different melting points between glass and metal, it was hard to

find the optimum pulling protocol. The metal was broken discontinuously locating inside

of pipettes in the preliminary experiments. Therefore, the idea to fabricate UMEs can be

adopted from the nanowire fabrication by anodic aluminum template assisted electrodepo-

sition.15

8.3.3 UME Fabrication by Electroplating

It is a popular method to use an anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) as a template for fab-

ricating nanowires.15–18 The dimension of the nanopipette tip end has the same order of

magnitude dimension of nanowires. However, from the conically shaped asymmetric ge-

ometry of nanopipettes, there were some challenges to grow silver in a pipette.

Figure 8.8 shows a result from a commercial silver-cyanide solution (Silver 1025, Tech-

nic, USA) in a 0.6mm inner diameter capillary. Even though the experiment was conducted

in a capillary with relatively wide opening instead of the nanopipette, the plating throughput

was quite poor. Minimal growth was found as indicated by the white arrow for 76 minutes.

This slow growth rate may stem from the negative valency of the silver cyanide ion. The
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Figure 8.9 Reduction at the tip end with 10 mMAgNO3 solution. (a) Silver can be reduced at the tip

end without any metal electrode. (b) The idea of metal patterning using an electrolyte filled pipette.

cathodic reaction is given by19

Ag(CN)2− + e− −−⇀↽−− Ag+ 2CN−, −0.31V vs. NHE. (8.9)

Hence, the replenishment of silver cyanide ion strongly depends only on diffusion but not

migration.

Figure 8.9a shows an electroplating result with 10m AgNO3 solution. In this case, the

cathode potential was applied −5V relative to the bath electrode. Surprisingly, the reduc-

tion of silver ion was occurred at the end of the pipette tip, instead of the silver electrode

located inside of the pipette. This result is expected that the singular geometry of the tip

end is lowering down the electrical potential unusually from the negatively charged glass

surface. Although this phenomenon is a barrier of the fabrication of UMEs, it could be used

for nanopatterning on the substrate as sketched in Figure 8.9b. The nanopipette approaches

the surface as SICM usually do, and positive metal ions migrate to the highly negatively

charged point. Then, high voltage can be applied to reduce metal ions to metal solid on the

target surface.

The third challenge is that depletion of ions in the pipette can be easily occurred. Figure

8.10 shows the dendric growth of silver due to depletion of ions in the pipette during con-
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Figure 8.10 Dendritic growth of silver due to depletion of ions for DC plating in the pipette.

Figure 8.11 Custom made plating station. (a) The whole system for electroplating including water

cooling parts, and (b) the plating station.

tinuous DC plating. The electrolyte contained 2 g L−1 AgNO3, 20 g L−1 of boric acid, and

is buffered to pH 2 with H2SO4
20 to change the glass surface potential. The boric acid is

considered to suppress hydrogen evolution.21 Ions are consumed exponentially on the elec-

trode surface according to Butler-Volmer equation or Tafel equation.22 However, the ion

migration obeys linear Nernst-Planck equation. Moreover, the entrance of ions is relatively

too small comparing to the area of the target electrode surface.

The pulse plating is widely used for modern plating industry to deposit metals com-

pactly.23 Therefore, a custom plating system was developed. The plating system is digital
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Figure 8.12 Snapshots of electroplating of silver inside of the pipette.

signal processor (DSP) controlled to generate pulses, as shown in Figure 8.11. This plat-

ing station is comprised of an optical system for monitoring electrodeposition with XY and

Z micrometer stages, the control circuit board which is controlled by a floating point dig-

ital signal processor (TMS320F28377S, Texas Instruments, US), a custom-made heating

and stirring stage, and a water cooling system with a Peltier element and a water pump for

preventing evaporation of solution from the heating.

Figure 8.12 shows snapshots of silver plating in the pipette. Finally, after 52 hours,

silver was growing to the end of the pipette. This overgrown fraction can be eliminated

by dipping in nitric acid or applying a reverse bias for anodic reaction. The electroplating

solution contains 5 g L−1 AgNO3 and 20 gL−1 boric acid, and is buffered to pH 2 by H2SO4.

The temperature of the chemical cell is maintained at 80 ◦C. The period of current pulse

was 100ms, and the on-time is decided by the proportional-integral feedback algorithm.

If the inside solution was not stabilized, the plating cell builds electrochemical potential.

So, the feedback error calculated the difference between a given setpoint, e.g. 50mV and

the output voltage of the amplifier at a certain time in off-period, e.g. 50ms, when the

current set to zero. A thin gold wire with the diameter of 25 µm was an initial electrode for

electroplating. The overall elapsed time was about 2 days. Although Figure 8.12 is one of

the positive results, it is necessary to improve reproducibility with the current protocol.
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8.4 Beyond the Ohmic Model

The overall discussion of this dissertation was based on the linear Ohm’s law, but the

nonlinear effect like the rectification in the nanopipette was reported.24–26 Therefore, it is

necessary to extend the model to ion-transport phenomenon based on the Poisson-Nernst-

Planck (PNP) equation to understand the pipette dynamics. This section briefly examines

the feasibility of the finite element method solver implemented by FEniCS project.27 This

solver will give insights for optimizing the electroplating system for fabrication of UMEs,

and for better understanding the kinetics of ion-current signals with the consideration of

surface charges.

Gummel firstly solved PNP equation with the iteration method in 1964.28 With the as-

sumption of ideal gases or Boltzmann distribution, the concentration ci for i-th ion is

ci = exp
(

µi − ziFϕ

RT

)

(8.10)

where ϕ is electrostatic potential, µi and zi are the chemical potential and the valency of i-th

ion, respectively. F , R and T are the Faraday number, the gas constant, and the absolute

temperature, respectively.

The first step of the iteration is to obtain electrostatic potential ϕ with given chemical

potentials by solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equation,

− ϵ∇2ϕ = F
∑

i

zi exp
(

µi − ziFϕ

RT

)

. (8.11)

Then, the second step is to calculate chemical potentials µi or concentrations ci with pre-

calculated electrostatic potential ϕ by solving the Nernst-Planck equation,

− ji = Di

(

∇ci +
ziF

RT
∇ϕ

)

(8.12)

with the continuity equation,
∂ci

∂t
+∇ · ji = 0. (8.13)

The FEM solver repeats the first and the second steps, iteratively, until there is no significant

difference between the previous solution and the lastly calculated solution.
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Figure 8.13 Numerical result of Gouy-Chapman model.

Figure 8.14 Convergence of Poisson-Boltzmann equation. circle: 0.001, triangle up: 0.011 cross:

0.032, triangle down: 0.045, star: 1 C/m2, blue dash line: the initial guess is set to zero, black solid

line: the initial guess is from the previous solution. The red dotted line indicates the termination

condition. The red cross mark indicates terminated without convergence.

8.5 Solving Poisson-Boltzmann Equation

First, the Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation was validated with the problem of a rectan-

gular box (500 nm× 200 nm). The basic method to solve PB equation is described in Sec-

tion 3.3. This problem is known as Gouy-Chapman model.29 The geometry is the same as

that White and Bund was used.30 The left boundary is the charged surface with the surface

charge in the range of −1mC/m2 to −1C/m2. The right boundary is set to the pseudo-

infinite boundary with the electrostatic potential of zero and 1m concentration. Figure

8.13 shows a represented plot with the surface charge of −1mC/m2. The electrostatic po-

tential of the left boundary is obtained as −13.63mV, which is the same as the numerical
value of White and Bund.30
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Figure 8.15 The pipette geometry and the mesh of PNP problem.

Figure 8.14 shows the convergence plots of the FEM solver. The blue dashed lines

are calculated with that the initial value of the electrostatic potential is set to zero. From

−45mC/m2, the solver was divergent, and could not find a solution. In contrast, if the

initial guess is taken from the previous result, which is calculated with less surface charge

density, then the solver can solve up to the surface charge density of−1mC/m2 with fewer

iteration steps. The convergence of Newton method highly depends on the initial guesses.31

Lately, inexact Newton method with ensuring global convergence was developed,32–37 thus

it is worth to implement those methods to have robuster FEM solver.

8.5.1 Poisson-Nernst-Planck Equation

To validate PNP solver, one simple geometry is tested. Figure 8.15 shows 2D axial

symmetric geometry and the mesh of the nanopipette, similar to one of Sa et al.38 This

study assumes two univalent ions exist. The bulk concentration of c0 = 1m , and the

surface charge of the slated line of σ = −0.1e C/m2 (16mC/m2) were used. The bottom

and top boundary are set to pseudo-infinite condition. The electrostatic potential of the

bottom boundary is 0V, and the electrostatic potential of the top boundary is set to−0.1V,
0V and 0.1V. Figure 8.15 is the result with the 0.1V top boundary condition, and the

solution is colored according to the color map.

Figure 8.16 shows the simulation results. The electrostatic potential changes gradually,
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Figure 8.16 FEM Simulation result of the pipette problem. The values are color mapped from

highest value marked red to lowest value marked blue. The overall results are displayed on the left

side for each case, and zoomed results to highlight the inside of pipette are on the right side with

1:10 aspect ratio.

and the concentration of the counterion c+/c0 from the surface charge seems not to be

changed in the overall domain. The concentration gradients of the coion c−/c0 are reversed

when the direction of electrostatic potential is changed.

The line profile along the symmetric axis are plotted in Figure 8.17. When 0.1V is ap-

plied in the pipette, the concentration of coion c−/c0 is more depleted inside of pipette than

when −0.1V is applied. This means that the magnitude of ion-current is more hindered

when ion-current flows out of the pipette, which is well corresponding to experimental re-

sults and other analyses.24–26,39,40 Interestingly, electrostatic potential at the 0V boundary

condition, there is no significant values in the electrostatic potential profile in contrast of
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Figure 8.17 Line profiles of the pipette simulation.

the result from Cervera et al.39,40 But the result seems to be more physically appreciated be-

cause of considering equilibrium. If there is a non-even electrostatic potential, free charged

particles should adjust their location to cancel the electrostatic potential out.

8.6 Future Work

This chapter shortly discussed two intermediate results. First, the ultramicroelectrode

(UME) fabrication to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) based on Nitz’s model, which

assumed Ohm’s law.4 Second, the finite element method (FEM) solution of the nonlinear

Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) equation to extend the Nitz’s model for elucidating the sur-

face charge effect in the electrolyte solution. The idea of UME fabrication is adopted from

the fabrication of nanowires in the anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) template because of

the similar dimension of the pipette opening with the one of the nanowire. However, there

are several challenges from the singular geometry of the nanopipette unlike from the situa-
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tion of the fabrication of nanowires. Even though some positive results were obtained, the

reproducibility of UMEs should be improved.

The ions in the electrolyte solution can be described by the PNP equation with the as-

sumption of infinitely small charged particles in a continuous medium. To solve PNP equa-

tion, the Poisson-Boltzmann equation should be solved. However, from the nonlinearity of

the Poisson-Boltzmann equation, the solution is merely calculated. The result demonstrated

in this chapter was from loosened boundary conditions of the surface charge density and the

applied external voltage. Hence, it is necessary to implement a robust method to cover more

realistic surface charge density and electrostatic potential boundary conditions. Moreover,

the interpretation of data to understand the rectification effect should be further discussed.

In this dissertation, advantages of SICM over SEM and AFM were discussed. SICM

can take high-resolution images with contact-free so that soft biological samples are intact

during measurement, and the dimensional analysis of soft materials is possible. However,

a whole cell image with hopping mode SICM takes a long time because of poor signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) from the high-resistance of the nanopipette. The improving SNR can be

attained by using current source configuration instead of the conventional voltage source

configuration. Also, if the low resistance pipette is applied to SICM, the performance of

SICM will increase. Therefore, the fabrication method of the low resistance pipette or

the ultramicroelectrode is under optimization. The current-distance relation does not sim-

ply obey Ohm’s law, so the solver of the Poisson-Nernst-Plack equation is being imple-

mented more robustly to understand ion-transport phenomena in the electrolyte solution.

The progress presented in this dissertation will unveil biological phenomena in the future.
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